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Abstract 
 

Stroke is a neurological disease that not only affects perilesional areas, but it can also produce 

altered interactions between brain regions remote from the lesion. Therefore, the estimation 

of changes in whole-brain effective connectivity may inform more efficacious interventions for 

modulating neural network behavior.  

The main aim of this thesis is the employment of a sparse DCM algorithm, which has shown its 

ability to infer whole-brain EC through a Sparse Bayesian Learning approach, to infer whole-

brain alterations in effective connectivity based on available post-stroke fMRI data.  

Ideally, this model should provide solid basis to develop novel techniques for predicting 

cognitive and behavioral deficits originated by brain lesions, other than simulation tools for 

designing personalized treatments based on pathophysiology underlying brain disorders. 
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Introduction 
 

Despite a fixed anatomy, the human brain is characterized by its connectivity, enabling multiple 

functions such as action, perception and cognition. The resolution of this paradox may reside in the brain’s architecture, which manages local interactions to cope with diverse 
environmental demands and to ensure diverse functionality from a seemingly static neuronal 

structure.  

These phenomena can be naturally explained in terms of functional integration, which is 

mediated by context-dependent interactions among spatially segregated brain areas. In this 

view, the functional role played by any brain component is defined largely by its connections, 

through which the flow of information among brain areas takes place. The desire of 

understanding the complex and self-organized structure of the human brain has led to the 

development of models and statistical methods for understanding brain connectivity. fMRI 

signals arising from a network of functionally segregated brain regions can be specifically 

useful for this scope, representing such a network as a graph, where sources correspond to 

nodes and conditional dependencies among pairs of nodes are mediated by directed “effective” 
connections (edges).  

However, the estimation of brain effective connections requires the inversion of large-scale 

problems from indirect and noisy measurements such as resting-state fMRI time series. In this 

view, several computational approaches exist to estimate directed connectivity on the basis of 

either phenomenological time series models, such as Granger causality, or realistic neuronal 

models, such as dynamic causal modeling (DCM). DCM is a Bayesian identification scheme 

whose goal is to study experimentally induced changes in functional integration among brain 

regions. This requires biophysically plausible and physiologically interpretable models of 

neural dynamics that can predict distributed brain responses to experimental external stimuli 

and efficient statistical methods for parameter estimation[1].  

Building on the dynamic causal modelling framework, this thesis will focus on a novel sparse 

estimation method to infer the coupling parameters of the causal model, which results in an 

algorithm referred to as sparse DCM, developed by Prando et. al [2]. Following the Sparse 

Bayesian learning approach, this method is based on a sparsity-inducing prior formulated on 

the matrix describing the effective connectivity network. Given the demonstrated validity of 

this novel method in terms of accuracy and sensitivity with respect to competitive techniques, 

the main leading purpose of this final degree project will regard its possible clinical 

applications: in particular, the possibility to detect individual alterations in the resting-state 

effective connectivity profiles of post-stroke subjects will be extensively analyzed. This 

approach will not only allow to underline the possible existing discrepancies between healthy 

and pathological brains, but also to characterize the hemodynamic alterations that are expected 

to be present in lesioned areas and identify possible neuro-markers for cognitive and 

behavioral deficits.  
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This thesis is structured as follows: 

• Chapter 1 presents the general concept of brain connectivity, shading light on its role in 

brain controllability. 

• Chapter 2 introduces the modelling procedure of brain effective connectivity from 

resting state fMRI data. 

• Chapter 3 is dedicated to Dynamic Causal Modelling and the role of the sparse DCM 

algorithm in inferring whole-brain effective connections. 

• Chapter 4 deals with the general description of connectivity changes induced by brain 

disorders, specifically focusing on the alterations subsequent to an ischemic insult. 

• Chapter 5 illustrates the analyzed fMRI datasets, as well as the preprocessing pipeline, 

the clustering methods used to reduce the number of network nodes and initialization 

of parameter set before the application of the sparse algorithm. 

• Chapter 6 graphically describes the results of cluster analysis and those returned by the 

algorithm, as well as other postprocessing elaborations applied to output data. 

• Chapter 7 presents a detailed discussion of the obtained results, providing some 

explanations that can justify the findings illustrated in the previous chapter. 

• Chapter 8 is dedicated to conclusions and the description of future work. 
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1 
Human brain connectivity 

 

1.1 Structural, functional and effective connectivity 

 

The functional organization of the brain is characterized by segregation and integration of 

processed information. Indeed, a central paradigm in modern neuroscience is that anatomical 

and functional connections between brain regions are organized so as to optimize the 

information processing[3]. Brain networks are thus composed by spatially distributed and 

functionally connected regions that process information by communicating to each other 

through organized connections. The full understanding of complex brain networks and how 

they are characterized in terms of densely connected nodes of information processing is the 

main object of study of brain connectivity analysis, which is based on three different but related 

forms of connectivity (see Figure 1.1)[3][4]: 

 

• Anatomical or Structural Connectivity (SC), which measures the density or probability 

of anatomical pathways that connect two brain areas, mostly via white matter fiber 

tracks connecting neuronal pools in spatially distant brain regions. This leads to the 

definition of the whole-brain human connectome. The whole set of white matter fiber 

tracks can be reconstructed in vivo through Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) and the 

associate tractography methods. On short time scales, anatomical connections are quite 

persistent and stable, while for longer time periods substantial plasticity may be 

observed, which could provide significant variations in fiber bundles. 

 

• Functional connectivity (FC), which is defined as the temporal correlation of neuronal 

activation patterns of spatially distributed brain regions, obtained by estimating 

pairwise statistical dependencies between activities of distinct and distant neuronal 

populations. This means that the estimation of functional connectivity relies on 

statistical measures as correlation, covariance, spectral coherence, or phase locking. 

Statistical dependencies are highly time dependent and can fluctuate on multiple time 

scales. 
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• Effective connectivity (EC), which describes the influence one neuronal system exerts 

upon another, thus reflecting causal interactions between activated brain areas. It is 

usually described by a wiring diagram which reflects directional effects within a 

neuronal network.  

 

Both FC and EC refer to abstract concepts with no immediate connection to anatomical 

connectivity, which physically mediates such complex correlations. However, in recent years 

efforts have been undertaken to bridge the gap between these types of connectivity measures, 

mainly by the implementation of non-invasive techniques. Indeed, experimental evidence for 

densely connected communicating networks mainly comes from neuroimaging techniques 

(DTI, EEG, MEG, fMRI, PET, and SPECT) and neuroanatomical methods. 

In general, brain connectivity structures can be quantified by encoding the strength of 

connections into a connectivity matrix, whose rows and columns correspond to different brain 

regions (see Figure 1.2). This representation lends itself to be mapped to a graphical model 

which provides suitable measures derived from graph theory to quantify different topological 

aspects of the connectome.  The complete description of characteristic features of brain 

connections may reveal small-world properties of complex brain networks which they share 

with many other complex systems and which might be crucial in dealing with brain 

controllability[5].  

Then it is clear that the thorough understanding of brain network organization necessarily 

requires the study of effective connectivity: in fact, neither structural nor functional 

connectivity in large-scale networks specify the direction or sign (inhibitory or excitatory) of 

underlying directed connections between neuronal nodes. Moreover, although the neuronal 

model is generally constrained by structural connectivity, the existence of directed anatomical 

connections is a necessary but not sufficient condition for functional integration: for example, 

two regions may lack direct structural (axonal) connections, but, nonetheless, communicate 

through polysynaptic white-matter pathways[6]. In general, effective (causal) connectivity is 

dynamic (state-dependent) and changes with experimental conditions: some contexts may 

silence effective connectivity despite the presence of structural connectivity; the efficacy of 

certain neuronal process in producing behavior is dependent on the state of many other 

(neuronal) processes, but also on the availability of glucose and oxygen in the brain, and so 

forth[7].   

In other words, effective connectivity is about finding the simplest possible model that would 

generate the observed timing relationship between the recorded brain regions, by dealing only 

with connections and relations that are active during the time of measurement[8].  

It follows that the choice of the model ingredients, especially their dynamics, has important 

implications in effective connectivity estimates, as it will be detailed in the following[4]. 
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Figure 1.1:Structural, functional, and effective connectivity. Structural connectivity refers to anatomical connections and 
(macroscopically) is usually estimated by fiber tractography from diffusion tensor MRI (DTI). These connections are illustrated 
with broken lines in the bottom images. Functional and effective connectivity are generally inferred from the activity measured 
by using BOLD-fMRI or EEG/MEG signals. Functional connectivity does not provide directionality or causality and is therefore 
depicted without arrows. Because effective connectivity is estimated by using a model of neuronal interactions, it can evaluate 
directionality. This is illustrated by the one-sided arrows [8]. 
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Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of brain connectivity. Sketches at the top illustrate graphs describing structural 
connectivity (fiber pathways), functional connectivity (correlations), and effective connectivity (information flow) among four 
brain regions. Matrices at the bottom encode binary structural connections (left), symmetric functional information (middle), 
and non-symmetric effective connections (right) [9]. 

 

1.2 Causal connections and brain controllability 

 

In the neuroscience community, the usefulness of controllability theory is now recognized in 

contributing to describe the complex and self-organizing structure of the human brain[10].  

Indeed, the analysis of controllability, which is a measure of the ability to move from one neural 

state to another, has the potential to unveil how specific brain regions can control the dynamics 

of the entire network: this analysis might provide important insights on how manipulating the 

local activity of specific areas would fully or partially affect network global functions [10]. Most 

of the studies on brain controllability have investigated if a single brain region can control the 

whole-brain dynamics via external stimulation, attempting to identify the brain regions that 

present a prominent control role. The importance of controllability of brain network resides in 

its potential translations in clinical applications. Indeed, modern brain stimulation techniques, 

including deep brain stimulation (DBS), vagal stimulation (VS), transcranial magnetic (TMS) 

and electrical stimulation (TES) have the potential to enhance normal cognitive functions, and 

restore functions impaired by the effects of brain injuries or lesions either directly or by 

supporting rehabilitation and drug therapies. The potential of these methods would be 

tremendously increased if supported by computational models of the brain controllability that 

define target sites according to a rigorous dynamic neuronal framework [10]. In other words,  
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controllability is an important tool to understand both the effect of brain damage and the design 

of more effective stimulation protocols. 

In control theory framework, it has been clarified that directionality of the brain connectivity 

map plays a crucial role when studying controllability properties, then, ultimately, to 

understand how a damaged brain could be modified to restore its initial functions. Considering 

these findings, several approaches to investigate brain functional systems have recently been 

analyzed, giving rise to different mathematical models of effective connectivity between 

regions.  

These models, which involve estimating the causal influence between multiple brain regions, 

can be used to generate a directed graph, which can then be topologically described using graph 

and control theory. Differently from the estimation of undirected functional graphs, derived 

from simple measures of symmetrical statistical association between brain regions, additional 

information is needed to assess the direction of the assumed causal link, as correlation or 

mutual information indicates for association and not for causation. The introduction of 

causality in the study of the human brain is based on the hypothesis that we can describe the 

dynamics of neuronal activity at rest via a set of differential equations linearized around the 

resting state, which is itself a first strong assumption. In other words, developing reliable 

methods for estimating directed resting state effective connectivity, which yields to accurate 

whole-brain directed graphs, is only but one aspect of the underlying model formulation 

problem.  
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2 
Modelling of brain effective connectivity 

from resting-state fMRI   
 

2.1 Analyzing effective connectivity with fMRI 

 

2.1.1 The BOLD effect and the hemodynamic response  
 

fMRI is a neuroimaging technique that exploits physiological changes in the brain related to 

neural activation by converting it into a magnetic signal. During brain activation, the need of 

glucose and oxygen leads to a modest increase in the Cerebral Metabolic Rate of Oxygen 

(CMRO), which is accompanied by a much larger increase in local blood flow. Due to this 

imbalance, local capillary and venous blood in intra and extravascular spaces is more 

oxygenated during activation: this process results in a build-up of oxygenated hemoglobin and 

a  decrease  in  deoxygenated  hemoglobin, which acts as an endogenous contrast agent due to 

its paramagnetic properties, leading to an increase of T2* weighted magnetic resonance signal. 

The decrease in local deoxyhemoglobin concentration is the basis for fMRI, exploiting the so-

called Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) effect, while the resulting MR signal 

generated from one brief neural stimulus is commonly denoted as Hemodynamic Response 

Function (HRF). Therefore, the BOLD signals recorded in fMRI measure the energy 

consumption of brain cells, reflecting modulations in neural activity through a neuro-vascular 

coupling.  

The associated hemodynamic time course has been reported to exhibit several transient 

features at the onset and end of the stimulus (Figure 2.1): an initial dip corresponding to the 

initial increase in local deoxyhemoglobin observed with optical techniques, an initial overshoot 

followed by a much weaker plateau (if the stimulation is persistent) and a strong post-stimulus 

undershoot. The observed effects have been interpreted as evidence for transient uncoupling, 

recoupling, and uncoupling again of flow and oxygen metabolism[11].  For example, the initial 

dip has been interpreted as evidence for an initial increase in oxygen extraction before the flow 

increase, while the post-stimulus undershoot reflects an elevated oxygen extraction, after flow 

has returned to baseline, required to refurbish oxygen stores of local tissues. However, 
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although the deoxyhemoglobin concentration in blood depends on cerebral blood flow (CBF) 

and oxygen extraction, it has been demonstrated that the total amount of deoxyhemoglobin 

strongly depends also on cerebral blood volume (CBV): after the end of neuronal activity, CBF 

decreases much faster than CBV; as a result, the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin is higher 

than during basal condition and the BOLD signal goes below baseline, contributing to the rising 

of the undershoot phase. For this reason, a full understanding of the combined effects of 

changes in flow, oxygen extraction and blood volume is required to clarify the significance of 

the observed BOLD transient effects.  

 

Figure 2.1: Hemodynamic response. Illustration of a common hemodynamic response following a short (left panel) and 
persistent (right panel) stimulus that is modeled as a stimulus-evoked BOLD response following neural activation. 

 

 

2.1.2 Whole-brain connectivity at rest 
 

Among non-invasive techniques, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has become a 

tool of choice to investigate the brain activity at rest or when performing tasks. Although the 

modelling of effective connectivity based on electrophysiological measures has been explored, 

due to several limitations of EEG (low spatial resolution, difficulty in solving the inverse 

problem of mapping scalp measurements to neural activity etc.), most of the current literature 

is focused on fMRI data.  

Early fMRI analyses were mainly focused on identifying with high spatial precision brain 

regions of interest (ROIs) that significantly activate or deactivate for specific tasks: since the 

measure of BOLD activity during task requires the quantification of a baseline, the study of 

spontaneous brain activity at rest led to its development as a proper line of research. Indeed, it 

was found that resting state signals are consistent low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in 

the range of 0.01–0.08 Hz: the human brain is in fact operational even during the relaxing state, 

consuming the 60-80% of its energy, while task-related increase in neuronal metabolism is less 

than 5%. Signals that had been discarded in task fMRI studies demonstrated to be confined to 
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distinct intrinsic cortical network systems that communicate to each other as a connected 

graph, by consuming the major of total brain energy.  

The primary advantage of the rs-MRI approach over the task-based approach is the ease of data 

acquisition, which facilitates large-scale cross-sectional and longitudinal human studies. 

Moreover, rs-MRI is also well suited to many different populations, including individuals who 

may not be able to perform tasks[12]. Nevertheless, rs-MRI can also include important potential 

confounds (such as unstable wakefulness), and the data can be more compromised by 

physiological signals (such as cardiac or respiratory signals), head motion and acquisition noise 

with respect to task-related fMRI[12]. 

Resting-state MRI studies (rs-fMRI) have reported highly reproducible and stereotypical 

patterns of correlated activity between brain regions, which overlap with task-related activity 

patterns. The combination of rs-fMRI with DTI has helped to build the first drafts of the human 

connectome (figure 2.2), that is, to shed light on the basic principles of self-organizing brain 

dynamics, other than offering complementary information to task-based fMRI studies. Actually, 

the analyses of functional brain connectivity in the state of rest have revealed the existence of 

different resting state networks, which are characterized by specific functions and varied 

spatial topology.  

In addition, together with studies of the anatomical connectivity using structural MRI, fMRI 

studies progressively shifted from focusing on specific ROIs to whole-brain analyses of their 

interconnections and how these connectivity patterns could induce changes in BOLD activity 

across the whole brain. The accurate modelling of whole brain connectivity is difficult given the 

very large number of neurons and the underspecified connectivity at the neural level: a robust 

whole-brain computational neurodynamic model is then needed to provide a good trade-off 

between computational complexity and physiological variability, in order to explain the 

emergence of resting-state networks mechanistically and incorporate functional dynamics with 

brain structure. 
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Figure 2.2: Mapping the human connectome. MRI connectomics involves first the definition of ROIs, then structural, functional 
and effective connectivity between nodes are quantified. Both functional connectivity and effective connectivity can be 
measured using functional MRI (part a), while structural connectivity can be measured using diffusion tractography (part b). 
The final step involves analysis of either network connectivity or topology. Connectivity analyses examine variations in the 
type and strength of connectivity between brain regions: whole-brain connectivity can be succinctly represented as a matrix 
in which each row and column represents a different region, and each matrix element [i, j] encodes the type and strength of 
connectivity between region pairs (see the figure, parts c, d). The network can also be represented as a graph that comprises 
nodes connected by edges (which represent connections; see the figure, parts e, f, in which line thickness represents strength 
of connectivity). In MRI analyses, connectivity matrices and graphs are often undirected and weighted to reflect variations of 
inter-regional connectivity strength (see the figure, parts c, e). Only models of effective connectivity can resolve directionality 
(see the figure, parts d, f) [13].  

 

2.1.3 Limitations of fMRI data 
 

fMRI studies currently use a variety of algorithms to infer causal links between brain regions. 

An important reason for this variety of approaches is the nature of fMRI signal, which depends 

in a rather complex and poorly understood way on the underlying neural activity, thus 

providing an indirect measurement of the main object of study. This fact imposes severe 

restrictions on the possibility of estimating effective connections using fMRI [7]. 

 

• Temporal resolution and hemodynamics. First, and best known, the temporal resolution 

of the image acquisition in functional MR imaging is generally restricted to a sampling 

rate < 1[Hz].Recently, multiband fMRI protocols have increased the upper limit for the 

scanning frequency to up to 10[Hz], at the cost of a severely decreased signal-to-noise 

ratio.  
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However, no imaging protocol can overcome the major limitation of the recorded signal, 

namely the delay of the BOLD signal with respect to neuronal firing, which is quantified 

as 3-6[s] in the adult human brain, due to the lagged oxygen consumption in the 

neuronal tissue. The hemodynamic response thus acts as a low-pass filter, potentially 

inducing spurious cross-correlations between two BOLD time series. Also subject-to-

subject and region-to-region variability in the shape of hemodynamic response provide 

a general limitations to effective connectivity estimators[14]: when the hemodynamic 

response in one region is faster than in another, the temporal precedence of the peak of 

the hemodynamic response can erroneously  intended as causation.  

Furthermore, hemodynamics typically shows slow temporal fluctuations, similarly to 

other low frequency artifacts such as heartbeat or body movements, which should be 

removed from the datasets through high-pass filtering before the inference procedure. 

 

• Signal-to-noise ratio. fMRI data is characterized by a relatively low signal-to noise ratio: 

only 5% of fMRI data is composed by useful information. In grey matter, the recorded 

hemodynamic response changes by 1 to 2% at field strengths of 1.5 − 2.0[T] and by 5 to 

6% at field strengths of 4.0[T][7]. The signal-to-noise ratio in fMRI datasets is commonly 

improved by averaging signals over multiple voxels and performing spatial smoothing. 

 • Definition of ROIs. A single voxel does not represent a biologically meaningful part of the 

brain[7]. Therefore, the estimation of brain connectivity requires to integrate the BOLD 

time series over regions of interest, that is, groups of voxels that are assumed to share a 

common signal with a neuroscientific meaning; as a result, it is expected that some brain 

network properties (clusters, hubs etc.) should be visible and be stable starting from a 

certain degree of resolution, obtained by averaging temporal information derived from 

multiple voxels.   

Choosing the optimal ROIs for a study is a complex problem: particularly for resting-

state brain activity, a few strategies for ROI definition are possible. First, one can define 

ROIs based on brain anatomy. However, in this case BOLD activity related to the 

cognitive process of interest will be mixed with other, unrelated activity within the 

ROIs[7]. This is particularly likely to happen given that brain structure is not exactly 

replicable across individuals, so that a specific area cannot be defined reliably based on 

location alone. As an alternative to anatomical parcellation, choosing ROIs can be 

performed in a functional, data-driven fashion[7]. There are multiple techniques 

developed to reach a functional brain parcellation, like Independent Component 

Analysis, graph clustering based on intervoxel correlations, clustering of voxels 

revealing common causal patterns in terms of Granger Causality, spatially constrained 

hierarchical clustering and algorithms based on both machine learning techniques and 

knowledge coming from neuroanatomy. 
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2.2 Methods for causal inference in fMRI 

Given the aforementioned limitations of fMRI data, the investigation of fMRI-based causality 

has led to the development of multiple families of computational models: all these causal 

methods sit on the hypothesis that correlated BOLD activity between brain areas reflects the 

activity of their neuronal populations, which in turn mediates the transmission of neuronal 

information[4]. 

One important distinction proposed by K. Friston, Moran, and Seth (2013) [15], includes 

division of methods with respect to the depth of the neuroimaging measurements at which a 

method is defined. Most methods operate at the level of the experimental observables, that is, 

the measured BOLD responses (e.g. Structural Equation Modelling), while other procedures 

(e.g. Dynamic Causal Modelling) derive causal relations between nodes from a model that 

additionally considers the underlying neuronal processes.  

Alternatively, methods can be divided on the basis of the approach toward temporal sequence 

of the samples: some of the methods are based on the temporal sequence of the signals (e.g. 

Granger Causality) or rely on the dynamics expressed by state-space equations (so-called state-

space models, e.g., Dynamic Causal Modeling), while other methods do not draw information 

from the sequence in time, solely focusing on the statistical properties of the timeseries (so-

called structural models, e.g., Bayesian Nets)[7]. 

In general, computational approaches to causal inference could be divided as follows (see 

Figure 2.3)[7]: Network-wise models, which include multivariate methods that search for 

directed graphs without imposing any particular structure onto the graph itself (Granger 

Causality, Transfer Entropy, Structural Equation Modelling, Dynamic Causal Modelling). 

Hierarchical network-wise models, which are also multivariate, but require an additional 

assumption of acyclicity: as a result, the network can always be represented by a Directed 

Acyclic Graph, assuming that information travels through the brain by feed-forward projections 

only (Linear Non-Gaussian Acyclic Models, Bayesian Nets). Pairwise methods, which use a two-

stage procedure, by firstly rendering a map of nondirectional functional connections and then 

assessing the directionality on a connection-by-connection basis.  
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Figure 2.3: Causal fMRI-based methods. The discussed methods can be divided into two families: Network Inference Methods, 
which are based on a one-step multivariate procedure, and Pairwise Inference Methods, which are based on a two-step pairwise 
inference procedure. As pairwise methods by definition do not require any assumptions on the structure of the network, they 
also do not reveal the structure of the underlying network [7]. 

 

2.2.1 Network-wise causal methods 
 

Network-wise models comprises the most commonly implemented EC methods, which 

simultaneously assess all causal links in the network, without imposing any constraints on the 

connectivity structure. Both Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) and Granger Causality (GC) 

are included in this category, as well as Dynamic Causal Modelling (DCM), which will be 

extensively described in the next chapter.  

SEM has been used primarily for PET and fMRI data, although its use has been extended to EEG 

data[16]. This method is able to identify changes in effective connectivity between tasks or 

groups within a defined anatomical network or patterns of effective connectivity in a given data 

set[16]. The main idea behind SEM is to express every ROI time series in a network by a linear 

combination of all the time series (with the addition of noise), which implies no time lags in the 

communication; in other words, SEM consists of solving a simple multivariate regression 

equation by searching for the maximum likelihood solution. It has the advantage of allowing 

fast and robust computations and can be used for rather complicated models and several 

software packages, actually numerous algorithmic variations that implement SEM are available. 

However, it may be associated with many drawbacks, including some computational difficulties 

when dealing with fully reciprocal models and the assumption of instantaneity of brain 

interactions, which does not reflect the real time lags taking place in neural communication[7]. 
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GC is a general methodological approach for analyzing dependencies in time series[16]: if 

prediction of the fMRI signal Y(t) improves when past values of another fMRI signal X(t−i) 
(related to  a different node) are taken into account, X is said to Granger-cause Y, revealing the 

existence of a directed connection between the two nodes. It is commonly implemented in the 

form of multivariate autoregressive modeling, but there are also variations that operate in the 

spectral domain. Despite being very computationally efficient for fMRI, GC requires relatively 

short repetition time (TR) to get a robust time series, actually the divergence between Granger 

causality and true coupling parameters increases with the sampling interval. Because of the 

combination of down-sampling and measurement noise characterizing fMRI data, GC may 

provide spurious estimates of directional effects[17]. What is more, the hemodynamic response 

function may well vary across regions, revealing spurious causal connections: when the HRF in 

one region is faster than in another, the temporal precedence of the peak will easily be mistaken 

for causation[7]. In the worst case, the causal relation can be reversed, when the region with 

the slower HRF in fact causes the region with the faster HRF. Attempts made to deconvolve the 

BOLD signal into the neuronal timeseries have been limited by the difficulty of estimating the 

hemodynamic response from the data, which adds uncertainty to the results. In addition, the 

application of GC also assumes signal stationarity (stationarity means that the joint probability 

distribution in the signal does not change over time). This also implies that mean, variance and 

other moments of the distribution of the samples in the signal do not change over time, which 

does not always hold in fMRI data[7]. Finally, G-causality-based effective connectivity between 

fMRI timeseries has been found to be not reliable for single connections; reliable results are 

obtained only by averaging over several connections and, possibly, subjects. 

In both the EC models described above, the major problem resides in the fact that coupling 

parameters are estimated directly from the measured fMRI time-series. It follows that in 

modeling dependencies among measured data, it is implicitly assumed that neural activity can 

be observed directly. This could be reliable for single neuron recordings, but not for non-

invasive techniques like functional magnetic resonance imaging: actually, the fMRI signal 

depends in a rather complex and poorly understood way (through the hemodynamic response) 

on the underlying neural activity, thus providing an indirect measurement of the underlying 

neuronal sources. In other words, the interpretation of these models of effective connectivity, 

which ignore the transformation from the neural activity to the BOLD measurements, can be 

difficult and must be interpreted with great caution. 

To enable valid inferences about effective connectivity at the neural level, it is necessary 

combine a model of neural dynamics with a biophysically plausible forward model that 

describes the transformation from neural activity to measured BOLD signals, by modelling the 

so called neuro-vascular coupling phase. The inversion of such models provides estimates of 

both neural and hemodynamic model parameters. 

As it will be extensively explained in the following, fMRI-based Dynamic causal modeling (DCM) 

uses a model that conforms to this principle by formalizing the link between neural and BOLD  
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activities by means of a generative biophysical model of the measured fMRI signal that includes 

an explicit hemodynamic function.  

Given its ability to provide a solid interpretation of the effective connections in terms of 

neurophysiology, DCM is regarded as the gold standard method in terms of effective 

connectivity estimation. However, it is also characterized by some unsolved criticisms and its 

extension to a whole-brain framework is still an open critical issue. 
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3 
Dynamic Causal Modelling: a sparsity-

based algorithm for whole-brain causality 
 

3.1 Causal models: general form 

All causal models that have been introduced in the previous section can be defined within the 

general framework provided by dynamic systems theory. A system is characterized by state 

variables  xi (1 ≤i≤ n), which represents the mean neural population dynamics within 

interacting brain regions; as a result, the evolution of each variable, which represent a time-

invariant property of the system, is interconnected with at least one other state variable.  

Such functional dependencies can be expressed by a set of differential equations in which a 

parameter set θ determines the form and strength of the causal influences between the state 

variables[18]. Additionally, in the case of task-related stimuli, it is also necessary to consider 

the inputs to the system, e.g. sensory information detected by the brain. Representing the set of 

all m known inputs by the m-vector function u(t) and assuming x(t)=[ x1(t)….xn(t)]T denote the 

hidden neural activity of the n nodes at time t, it is possible to define a general state equation 

for the described system[19]: �̇�(𝑡) = 𝐹(𝒙, 𝑢, 𝜃)   (3.1) 

A model whose form follows equation (3.1) provides a causal description of how system 

dynamics is generated, by describing when and where external inputs enter the system and 

how the variations of state variables induced by these inputs evolve in time depending on the 

system's structure[18]. Ideally, given a particular temporal sequence of inputs u(t) and an 

initial state x(0), the complete description of the temporal evolution of the system could be 

obtained by integration of differential equation 3.1: 𝑥(𝜏) = 𝑥(0) + ∫ 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝜃)𝑑𝑡𝜏0   (3.2) 

Therefore equation 3.2 provides a general form for causal models in neural systems, assuming 

that all processes in the system are deterministic and occur instantaneously, but can easily be 

extended to a more general framework by means of stochastic (as detailed in section 3.3) and 
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delay differential equations. Similarly, this basic equation can also be extended to dynamic 

systems in discrete time using difference equations. In the following, DCM framework will be 

deeply analyzed in this sense. 

 

3.2 DCM framework 

3.2.1 Two-state architecture of DCM model 
 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the strength of DCM resides in its ability to infer effective 

connections by performing a hemodynamic deconvolution of the underlying neuronal activity. 

This aim is achieved through a two-level generative mathematical architecture, which 

combines a parsimonious but neurobiologically plausible model of neural population dynamics 

and a biophysically plausible forward model that accounts for the transformation from the 

neural activity to the measured fMRI signal. Both these levels contain parameters that are not 

directly recorded through empirical measurements and need to be inferred from the data.  

Although a variety of DCM implementations have been introduced for several data modalities, 

DCM framework was original described by Friston et. al [20] specifically for fMRI data. fMRI-

based DCM model describes neural dynamics in a system of n interacting brain regions (see 

Figure 3.1). In its classical formulation, it models the change of each neural state variable x in 

time, using the following bilinear differential equation: �̇�(𝑡) = 𝐹(𝒙, 𝑢, 𝜃)= (A+∑ 𝑢𝑗𝐵(𝑗))𝑥 + 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑗=1   (3.3) 

Following the general form in (3.2), the modelled state changes are a function of the system 

state itself, the inputs u and some parameters θ(n) that define the functional architecture and 

interactions among brain regions at the neuronal level[21]. External inputs 𝑢 can enter the 

model through direct influences on specific regions (e.g. during evoked responses due to 

sensory stimuli, represented by the C matrix) or they can modulate the interactions between 

ROIs (e.g. during learning or attention, encoded by the B matrices). Equation 3.3 does not 

account for conduction delays in either inputs or inter-regional influences, which cannot be 

estimated since fMRI data do not possess enough temporal information. In this respect, Friston 

et al. showed in simulations that estimates of θ(n)  were not affected by introducing artificial 

delays of up to 1 second [19](regional axonal conduction delay are typically in the order of 10-

20 ms). The neural parameters θ(n) = {A, B, C} can be expressed as partial derivatives of function 

F[19]: 𝐴 = 𝜕𝐹𝜕𝑥|u=0 

𝐵(𝑗) = 𝜕2𝐹𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑢𝑗   (3.4) 
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𝐶 = 𝜕𝐹𝜕𝑢|x=0 

In the equations described above, the matrix A (the so-called adjacency matrix) embodies the 

endogenous connectivity among the regions in the absence of input, that is, the effective 

connection strengths between nodes in resting state conditions. The matrices B(j) encode the 

change in connectivity induced by the external stimulus 𝑢𝑗, and C represents the strength of 

exogenous influences of inputs on neuronal activity. 

DCM for fMRI combines these neural state equations with an experimentally validated 

hemodynamic state model that describes the neuro-vascular coupling, whose general 

formulation can be expressed as 𝑦(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑥(𝑡); 𝜃(ℎ)) + 𝑒(𝑡)   𝑒(𝑡)~𝑁(0, 𝑅) (3.5) 

This general hemodynamic model, which is based on the so-called Balloon model in its classical 

form (see Figure 3.2), consists of a subset of differential equations that describe, using a set of 

subject-specific parameters θ(h) (time constant of signal decay, rate of flow-dependent 

elimination, and hemodynamic transit time or resting oxygen fraction) the physiological 

process through which the neural activity elicit changes in a vasodilatory signal, blood flow, 

blood volume and deoxyhemoglobin content[19]. 

Specifically, the concerned hemodynamic forward model consists of three parts[22]. The first 

part describes the link between neural activity and regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and 

builds on linear differential equations modeling a dampened oscillator: changes in neural 

activity elicit an exponentially decaying vasodilatory signal that is subject to feedback-

regulation by the flow it induces. The second part describes the rCBF-induced changes of blood 

volume and deoxyhemoglobin content. Then, the behavior of the post-capillary venous 

compartment is described by analogy to an inflated Balloon, producing a non-linear 

dependence of BOLD signal on blood volume ν and deoxyhemoglobin content q.  

 

Figure 3.1: The full pipeline for the DCM forward model. The model involves three node network stimulated during the 
cognitive experiment (i). The parameter set describing the dynamics includes a fixed connectivity matrix (A), modulatory 
connections (B), and inputs to the nodes (C) (ii). In the neural state equation, z denotes the dynamics in the nodes, and u is an 
experiment-related input. Red: excitatory connections. Blue: inhibitory connections. The outcome is the fast neuronal dynamics 
(iii). The neuronal time series is then convolved with the hemodynamic response function (HRF) (iv) in order to obtain the 
BOLD response (v), which may be then subsampled (vertical bars). This is the original, bilinear implementation of DCM [7]. 
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Figure 3.2:  The hemodynamic forward model in DCM. Experimentally controlled input functions u evoke neural responses x, 
modeled by a bilinear differential state equation, which trigger a hemodynamic cascade, modeled by 4 state equations with 5 
parameters. These hemodynamic parameters determine the shape of the HDR and comprise the rate constant of the 
vasodilatory signal decay (κ), the rate constant for autoregulatory feedback by blood flow (γ), transit time (τ), Grubb's 

vessel stiffness exponent (α), and capillary resting net oxygen extraction (ρ). The so-called Balloon model consists of the two 

equations describing the dynamics of blood volume (ν) and deoxyhemoglobin content (q) (light grey boxes). Integrating the 

state equations for a given set of inputs and parameters produces predicted time-series for ν and q which enter a BOLD signal 
equation λ (dark grey box) to give a predicted BOLD response (V0 denotes the resting blood volume fraction)[22].   

 

3.2.2 Variational Bayesian inference and Bayesian Model Selection 
 

The DCM hierarchical chain of causality (𝑢 → 𝑥 →BOLD signal y) is critical for inference of the 

parameter set through model inversion, since it accounts for potential “spurious” covariations 

of measured time series that are due to the hemodynamic observational process. This 

complexity, derived from the attempt to reproduce the neurobiological and biophysical 
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processes, requires sophisticated model inversion techniques which are typically defined 

within a Bayesian framework: 

 

• Using statistical assumptions about residual errors in the observation process, the two-

state equations are compiled to derive a likelihood function p(y| θ,m): it specifies how 

likely it is to observe a particular set of observations y, given parameter set θ = {θ(n), θ(h)} of model m. 

• Then, it is necessary to define priors 𝑝(θ |m) on the model parameters θ, which reflect a 

priori knowledge about their likely range of values. Such priors can be principled (e.g., 

certain parameters cannot have negative values), conservative (e.g., “shrinkage” priors 

that express the assumption that coupling parameters have Gaussian probability 

distributions centered at zero, in order to allow only connections supported by high 

evidence, while the size of the prior variance determines the amount of shrinkage) or 

empirical physiological priors for the hemodynamic parameters (based on values 

extracted from literature data, as described in figure 3.3). During the inference 

procedure, conservative shrinkage priors can shift the posterior towards both positive 

and negative values, which can be physiologically interpreted as effective excitation or 

effective inhibition. In contrast, self-connections are always negative (the self-inhibition 

is mathematically motivated: the system characterizing the fast dynamics of the 

neuronal network must be stable, and this requires the diagonal terms of the adjacency 

matrix A to be negative[7]). 

 • Combining the priors and the likelihood function via Bayes' Theorem, it is possible to 

derive both the marginal likelihood of the model (the so-called model evidence) 

 𝑝(𝑦| 𝑚) = ∫ 𝑝(𝑦| 𝜃, 𝑚)𝑝(𝜃 |𝑚)𝑑 𝜃  (3.6) 

 

while the estimator 𝜃 of model parameters  𝜃 could be obtained through the posterior 

probability density function 𝑝(θ|y, m) over 𝜃: 

 

 𝑝(θ|y, 𝑚) = 𝑝(𝑦| 𝜃,𝑚)𝑝(𝜃 |𝑚)𝑝(𝑦| 𝑚)    (3.7) 

 

             𝜃=∫ 𝜃𝑝(𝜃|𝑦, 𝑚) 𝑑𝜃    (3.8) 

 

where the estimator 𝜃 is the first-order moment of the posterior density, that is, the 

expected value of 𝜃, given experimental data y. The model evidence is used for model 

comparison, as it will be explained in the following.  
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Figure 3.3: Hemodynamic priors. Physiological prior means and covariances of the main hemodynamic parameters describing 
the BOLD signal in the DCM model [20].  

 
Since the measured data y are a nonlinear function of unknown parameters 𝜃, the likelihood 𝑝(𝑦| 𝜃, 𝑚) is not conjugate to the Gaussian priors on the parameters. It follows that the high-

dimensional integrals defined in equations 3.6 and 3.8 required for Bayesian inference cannot 

be evaluated analytically.  This is the reason why in the seminal DCM work by Friston et al. [20] 

a variational Bayesian (VB) technique has been introduced. The key to the variational method 

is to approximate the integral with a simpler function that is more tractable, forming a lower or 

upper bound. The integration then translates into the simpler problem of bound optimization, 

making the bound as tight as possible to the true value. 

 

In brief, VB is an iterative optimization algorithm that indirectly provides an approximation to 

both the model evidence 𝑝(𝑦| 𝑚) and the posterior density 𝑝(θ|y,m). The idea behind the 

optimization is to decompose the log model evidence into: 

 𝑙𝑛𝑝(𝑦|𝑚) = ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛𝑝(𝑦|𝑚)𝑑𝜃 = ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝜃, 𝑦|𝑚)𝑞(𝜃)𝑝(𝜃|𝑦, 𝑚)𝑞(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 = ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝜃, 𝑦|𝑚)𝑞(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 +∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑞(𝜃)𝑝(𝜃|𝑦, 𝑚) 𝑑𝜃 = = 𝐹(𝑞) + 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝜃); 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦, 𝑚) )   (3.9) 

 

where q(𝜃) is a probability density function over the model parameters (approximating 

posterior density), DKL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence operator, which is an asymmetric 

measure of the difference between two probability densities, and F(q) function is usually 

defined as free energy. 
F(q) itself can be decomposed into two components: 

 𝐹 = ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝜃, 𝑦|𝑚)𝑞(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 =  ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃, 𝑚)𝑝(𝜃|𝑚)𝑞(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 = ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃, 𝑚)𝑝(𝜃|𝑚)𝑞(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 =  ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃, 𝑚)𝑑𝜃+ ∫ 𝑞(𝜃)𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝜃|𝑚)𝑞(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 = 〈𝑙𝑛𝑝(𝑦|𝜃, 𝑚)〉𝑞 − 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝜃); 𝑝(𝜃|𝑚) )  (3.10) 
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From equation 3.9, maximizing the functional F(q) with respect to q indirectly minimizes the 

Kullback–Leibler divergence between 𝑞(𝜃) and the exact posterior 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦, 𝑚). It follows that the 

negative free energy F is a lower bound on the log-evidence and can therefore be used as an 

approximation to model evidence, following an iterative procedure based on Expectation-

Maximization (EM) algorithm (see more details in figure 3.4). Additionally, during the iterative 

procedure, the prior probability distributions gradually shift their mean and standard 

deviation, and converge toward the final maximum posterior estimates, since  𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝜃); 𝑝(𝜃|𝑦, 𝑚) )≈0  when F(q) approaches the log-evidence. 

Additionally, the iterative maximization of free energy is done under two simplifying 

assumptions about q(𝜃): first, posterior interactions between first-order moment parameters 

and second-order moment hyperparameters are neglected. Consequently, q factorizes into the 

product of the two marginal densities: q(𝜃)≡q(𝜃)1q(𝜃)2 (mean-field approximation). 

Moreover, these approximate marginal posterior densities are assigned a Gaussian fixed form. 

In other words, the first two moments (mean and covariance) of the (potentially multimodal) 

exact posterior density will be matched with those of the approximate marginal densities 

above. This is referred to as the Laplace approximation and the moments are called sufficient 

statistics since they provide a full description of the approximate density (Figure 3.5). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: The variational Bayesian EM (VBEM) algorithm. In the VB Expectation (or Initialization) step, the probability 
density function over hidden variables q(θ) is set equal to the posterior distribution, in order to maximize the free-energy 
bound with respect to q(θ). In the VB Maximization step, F(q) is maximized over θ. Each step is guaranteed to increase (or 
leave unchanged) the lower bound on the marginal likelihood and decrease the KL divergence. (Note that the exact log marginal 
likelihood is a fixed quantity, and does not change with VBE or VBM steps — it is only the lower bound which increases). 
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Figure 3.5: The mean-field/Laplace approximation. The variational Bayesian approach furnishes an approximation to the 
marginal posterior densities of subsets of model parameters. the 2D landscape illustrates the (true) joint posterior density and 
the two black lines are the subsequent marginal posterior densities. The mean-field approximation basically describes the joint 
posterior density as the product of the two marginal densities. The Laplace approximation further assumes that the marginal 
densities can be described by Gaussian distributions (red dotted lines) [1]. 

 

Model comparison and selection procedure is also central in the building of a generative DCM 

model and requires evaluating different candidate structures (included in a predefined model 

space based on research hypotheses) in order to identify the model that better explains the 

empirical data. The decision cannot be made solely by comparing the relative fittings provided 

by competing models, but also by considering differences in complexity (i.e., the number of free 

parameters and the degree of their inter-dependency). This is important because fit increases 

monotonically with model complexity, but at some point the model will produce over-fitting 

and thus loses its generalizability properties across multiple realizations of the same 

underlying generative process. 

In general, the model that represents the best trade-off between accuracy and complexity is the 

one that maximizes the model evidence (see equation 3.5), approximated by the free energy 

defined in equation 3.10. Actually, the two terms in this equation encode two opposite 

requirements of a good model: the first term denotes the expected log likelihood (with respect 

to q) and thus describes the goodness of the model in fitting the data. The second term describes 

the divergence between the approximating posterior and the prior density; this term is 

sensitive to the number of parameters and the form of the densities and can be useful as a 

measure of model complexity. 

Within the DCM framework, effective connectivity estimation typically starts by postulating a 

family of candidate network topologies and proceeds by inverting a DCM for each topology; 

finally, the best hypothesis is chosen using Bayesian model selection (BMS)[2]. In other words. 

given the free-energy approximation to the log evidence of two candidate model topologies mi 

and mj, the difference in log evidence can be transformed into a so-called Bayes Factor (BF): 𝐵𝐹𝑖𝑗 = 𝑝(𝑦|𝑚𝑖)𝑝(𝑦| 𝑚𝑗) ≈ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝐹𝑖 − 𝐹𝑗) (3.11) 
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Bayesian Model Selection (BMS) is used routinely to select the most likely model among a set 

of alternative models. For example, a relative log-evidence of 3 corresponds to a marginal 

likelihood ratio (Bayes factor) of about 20 to 1, which is considered strong evidence in favor of 

one model over another.  BMS has been used to compare DCMs with nonlinear versus linear 

BOLD equations in the hemodynamic state equation or to evaluate whether a specific 

connection should be included in the model or not, whether a particular connection is 

modulated by one experimental condition or another intermediate node, or whether certain 

effects are linear or nonlinear. For instance, one can compare the evidence for X → Y with 

evidence for X → Z → Y in order to test whether the connection X → Y is direct or rather 

mediated by another region Z[7]. The advantage of BMS is that arbitrarily large set of competing 

models can be evaluated together, allowing one to integrate out uncertainty over any aspect of 

model structure. However, BMS generally induces a combinatorial search over candidate model 

structures, which becomes practically infeasible in reasonably sized networks achieving a large 

number of connected nodes (in fact, the minimum number of parameters per region is two 

hemodynamic parameters and one input/output to connect to the rest of network). This 

computational burden is bypassed by the novel sparse algorithm which will be presented in the 

following sections. 

 

3.2.3 Extending DCM to whole-brain networks: limitations 
 

Besides many critical points (i.e., concerning the robustness of the statistical techniques and 

plausibility of biophysical modelling), the major price to be paid in DCM for building such a 

nonlinear biologically inspired model is the computational complexity of the inference 

procedure. This could be a problem when extending the DCM estimator to brain networks 

including tens of nodes, mainly due to practical limitations based on computing power. As a 

result, the classical DCM algorithm usually cannot handle more than about 6-10 brain regions, 

selected on the basis of specific hypothesis built on prior knowledge.  

Secondly, considering the potentially large number of fitted parameters per region, the increase 

in the number of nodes may result in a combinatorial explosion of network topologies, 

producing another computational issue related to the need to invert a huge number of 

competing DCMs. Moreover, modeling a large network may run into problems with 

identifiability, by giving rise to many possible combinations of parameters which provide the 

same or similar model evidence. In other words, a stronger covariance between parameters 

(i.e., given by an increasing number of communicating regions) will preclude confident 

estimates of the strength of each connection: the result is a final selected network topology with 

a very low statistical significance. 

These issues have been partially bypassed by resorting to techniques such as post-hoc model 

selection [23] or Bayesian model reduction [24], which allow to invert one fully connected 

model and to subsequently perform a greedy selection over the nested models. Despite the 
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availability of these approaches, the inversion of a classical DCM remains ill-posed and 

computationally expensive for large sized networks[2]. 

Another approach, known as regression DCM [25], was recently implemented to infer task-

dependent effective connectivity among 104 brain regions [26];however, in this case a linear 

and fixed hemodynamic model needs to be postulated, neglecting the modelling of 

hemodynamic variability through a data-driven approach. 

 

Despite these critical issues, the development of whole-brain computational models remains 

crucial to provide a global description of complexity of the brain in vivo and to properly take 

into account the distributed information across distant regions, which play a central role when 

studying brain controllability. In other words, a greater understanding of whole-brain effective 

connectivity is necessary to understand the hierarchical organization of functional brain 

structure and, ultimately, to inform more efficacious interventions for modulating neural 

network behavior and predict cognitive and behavioral effects originated by brain lesions or 

neurodegeneration. The key trick to obtain a whole-brain inference of EC parameters from a 

small and noisy resting state fMRI dataset resides in finding the right balance between 

complexity and manageability through the implementation of sophisticated statistical 

techniques, which attempt to reduce the computational burden.  

In addition, validation of the estimated whole-brain causal networks, which is a necessary step 

in order to assess the reliability and predictive properties of the model, is still a critical issue. 
Attempts to  validate  EC  models  are  still  very  preliminary,  and  mostly  based  on functional 

information (such as FC maps), rather than being grounded on neurophysiologically testable 

hypotheses, which in some cases would require the implementation of neural manipulation 

approaches that are off limits in human research. 

The sparse DCM algorithm, which will be presented in the next sections, attempts to solve some 

of the above criticisms through a sparsity-inducing mechanism, which potentially could enable 

for causal inference at a whole-brain network level. 

 

3.3  The sparse DCM algorithm 

 

The sparse DCM algorithm, presented in Prando et al. [2], provides a novel effective 

connectivity inference procedure for resting-state fMRI data. The implemented method is based 

on a simplification of the standard resting-state DCM (Friston et al., 2014) and can be applied 

to whole-brain datasets thanks to a sparsity inducing prior. 

Differently from the original DCM formulation, which assumes that neural activity proceeds 

from external stimuli u(t) (see equation 3.3), the sparse algorithm builds on a variant of DCM 

introduced by Friston et al. in 2014 [27], named stochastic DCM, in order to deal with rs-fMRI: �̇�(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑣(𝑡) (3.12) 
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where 𝑣(𝑡) is a stochastic term representing spontaneous brain random fluctuations that drive 

the neural activity at rest, while the hemodynamic component is still modelled through the 

nonlinear system described in figure 3.2. In this stochastic framework, the inference procedure 

based on variational Bayes techniques is usually more challenging with respect to the task-

related domain, since model inversion requires to infer not only the parameter set, but also the 

neural states x(t).  

To improve the robustness of the estimation procedure and reduce computational complexity, 

the sparse model introduces some differences with respect to standard DCMs, which will be 

briefly described in the following. 

3.3.1 Statistical linearization and discretization  
 

The reformulation provided by the sparse DCM includes both a discretization and a 

linearization of the original non-linear continuous-time model, so as to better exploit the low 

temporal resolution of fMRI scanners and decrease the computational burden without losing in 

statistical performance.  

First, the discrete version of equation 3.12 can be obtained as 𝑥(𝑘𝑇𝑅 + 𝑇𝑅) = 𝑒𝐴(𝑘𝑇𝑅+𝑇𝑅−𝑘𝑇𝑅)𝑥(𝑘𝑇𝑅) + ∫ 𝑒𝐴(𝑘𝑇𝑅+𝑇𝑅−𝑘𝑇𝑅)𝑣(𝑠)𝑑𝑠 =𝑘𝑇𝑅+𝑇𝑅𝑘𝑇𝑅  

𝑒𝐴(𝑇𝑅)𝑥(𝑘𝑇𝑅) + ∫ 𝑒𝐴𝜏𝑣(𝜏)𝑑𝜏𝑇𝑅0  (3.13) 

Simplifying the above equation by renaming 𝑥(𝑘): = 𝑥(𝑘𝑇𝑅) and defining 𝑤(𝑘): =∫ 𝑒𝐴𝜏𝑣(𝜏)𝑑𝜏𝑇𝑅0 , the sampled version of 3.13 is obtained as 𝑥(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑒𝐴(𝑇𝑅)𝑥(𝑘) + 𝑤(𝑘) (3.14) 

Additionally, by assuming v(t) to be a white Gaussian noise with intensity 𝜎2𝐼𝑛, w(k) results to 

be Gaussian too with variance  𝑄 = 𝜎2 ∫ 𝑒𝐴𝜏𝑒𝐴𝑇𝜏𝑑𝜏𝑇𝑅0  (3.15) 

Then, a statistical linearization of the hemodynamic response function is proposed, in order to 

generate a Gaussian prior on the HRF that can be later exploited for model inversion.  

First, the BOLD signal bi(k):=bi(kTR) is modelled according to a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 

model, which requires as input a neuronal state xi(k): 𝑏𝑖(𝑘) = ∑ ℎ𝑖,𝑙𝑥𝑖(𝑘 − 𝑙),    𝑖 = 1. . . 𝑛𝑠−1𝑙=0   (3.16) 

where s is the length of each impulse response ℎ𝑖 related to each brain region. 

Then, the Gaussian prior distribution assigned to each HRF is obtained through the following 

steps: 
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1. Sample 𝜃ℎ(𝑗)𝑗 = 1. . . 𝑁𝑠 from the empirical Gaussian prior distributions defined in figure 

3.3. 

2. For each 𝜃ℎ(𝑗), compute the impulse response of the nonlinear model defined in figure 

3.2, that is, the output  𝑏𝑖(𝑘) when xi(k)=δ(k) 

3. Compute the empirical mean �̅� = 1𝑁𝑠 ∑ 𝑏(𝑗)𝑁𝑠𝑗=1  and the empirical covariance matrix 

 𝛴𝑏̅̅ ̅ = 1𝑁𝑠 ∑ (𝑏(𝑗) −𝑁𝑠𝑗=1 �̅�)(𝑏(𝑗) − �̅�)𝑇 

4. Compute the eigenvalue decomposition 𝛴𝑏̅̅ ̅ = 𝑈𝑆𝑈𝑇, where S:=diag(s1…ss) and 

U:=[u1…us] 

5. Define H:=[ �̅� u1…up] with p<<s 

6. Model b as hi=Hαi, where αi refer to the coefficients of the first p principal components 

deriving from Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decomposition of  𝛴𝑏̅̅ ̅, which is close 

to be low rank 

7. The coefficients αi are assigned the Gaussian prior 

p(αi)~𝑁(𝜇𝛼,𝛴𝛼),   𝜇𝛼 = [10. . .0]T    𝛴𝛼 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝜀, s1…sp)  i=1…n 

where 𝜀 is a small positive constant to assure the invertibility of the covariance matrix. 

8. The final prior for hi will be p(hi)~𝑁(�̅�, 𝐻𝛴𝛼𝐻𝑇).   
 

After linearization and discretization procedure, it is possible to define the DCM variant as a 

stochastic linear state-space model, defining  

x(k):=[xT(k)…xT(k-s+1)]T ϵ Rns 

w(k):=[wT(k) 0]T ϵ Rns 

and rewriting the two-state DCM model as {𝒙(𝑘 + 1) = 𝑨𝒙(𝒌) + 𝒘(𝑘)𝑦(𝑘) = 𝑯𝒙(𝑘) + 𝑒(𝑘)  

A=[𝑒𝐴(𝑇𝑅) 0𝐼𝑛(𝑠−1) 0]       H=[ℎ1,0 … 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 … ℎ𝑛,0
ℎ1,1 … 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 … ℎ𝑛,1

ℎ1,𝑠−1 … 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 … ℎ𝑛,𝑠−1]      (3.17) 

It is also assumed that 𝒘(𝑘)~𝑁(0, 𝑸)    𝑸 ≔ 𝑏𝑙𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑄, ϛ𝐼𝑛(𝑠−1))     𝑒(𝑘)~𝑁(0, 𝑅)      𝑅 ≔ 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝜆12 … 𝜆𝑛2 )       (3.18) 

where ϛ =10-15 to guarantee the invertibility of Q. 
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3.3.2 Sparse estimation algorithm 
 

Following a Bayesian perspective, a prior on parameter set pγ(θ) is first assigned to reflect 

knowledge on θ and induce a sparse structure of the connectivity matrix A. The hyperparameters γ define this prior and are derived from data as well. 
The idea is to find an estimate of θ and γ that maximize the marginal posterior 

pγ(θ|Y)=∫ 𝑝𝛾(𝑿, 𝜃|𝑌)𝑑𝑿 (3.19) 

where Y=[yT(1)…yT(N)]T are the variables corresponding to BOLD measures and 

X=[xT(0)…xT(N)]T are the variables denoting the hidden neuronal states.  

The computation of 3.19 is usually avoided through the decomposition of the marginal 

posterior into likelihood and prior components, that is, the normalizing factor given by the 

marginal likelihood is neglected: 

pγ(θ|Y)∝ 𝑝(𝑌|𝜃)𝑝𝛾(𝜃) (3.20) 

Then, the MAP estimate of θ can be expressed as  
 𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜃𝑙𝑛 𝑝(𝑌|𝜃) + 𝑙𝑛𝑝𝛾(θ) (3.21) 

Moreover, it will be assumed that 𝑝𝛾(𝜃) ∝ 𝑝𝛾(𝐴)𝑝(𝜎) ∏ 𝑝(ℎ𝑖)𝑝(𝜆𝑖)𝑛𝑖=1 . Specifically, 𝑝(𝜎) and 𝑝(𝜆𝑖) are noninformative priors, while the sparsity prior 𝑝𝛾(𝐴) plays a crucial role in the 

estimation of the EC matrix A: following a so called Sparse Bayesian Learning (SBL) approach [ 

], the elements of the adjacency matrix are assigned a prior zero mean Gaussian distribution 

with variances equal to the hyperparameters {𝛾𝑘}𝑘=1𝑛2
. In this view, after the data-driven 

Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation of {𝛾𝑘}𝑘=1𝑛2
 through a reweighted l1 norm optimization 

(see Appendix C of [2] and [28] for details), certain γk estimates will be zero; as a result, the 

MAP estimate of the corresponding ith element of A will be zero, assigning a sparse structure to 

the effective connectivity matrix. In this way, contrary to standard DCM methods, there is no 

need to compute model evidence and thus perform a BMS selection between competing models, 

which could become computationally expensive when dealing with large-scale networks (as 

explained in section 3.2.3). 

This automatic pruning of irrelevant connections is obtained resorting to the EM algorithm. In 

analogy with the procedure followed in VB technique, the negative free-energy of ln 𝑝(𝑌|𝜃) is 

iteratively optimized with respect an arbitrary density distribution q(X) and by alternating 

between the Expectation and Maximization steps: 𝐹(q(X), θ) =∫ 𝑞(𝑿) (𝑙𝑛𝑝(𝑿, 𝑌|𝜃) − 𝑙𝑛𝑞(𝑿))𝑑𝑿  (3.22) 

By setting q(l+1)(X)=p(X|Y,θ(l)) (in the E step) and neglecting the terms that do not depend on θ and γ, a lower bound of the posterior is obtained at lth iteration as 
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ℚ(θ, 𝜃(𝒍))=∫ 𝑝(𝑿|𝒀, 𝜃(𝒍))𝒍𝒏 𝑝(𝑿, 𝑌|𝜃) 𝑑𝑿 +ln𝑝𝛾(θ) (3.23) 

In brief, the sparse algorithm alternates between a RTS smoother, through which the smoothing versions of probabilities used in equation 3.23 are computed for a fixed θ(exploiting the 
Markovian property of the system 3.17), and the update of θ through the maximization of ℚ(θ, 𝜃(𝒍)). At each iteration, the ML estimation of the hyperparameters through the reweighted 

procedure is executed as an inner step (the details of the complete procedure are reported in 

Appendix B of [2]). 

 

3.3.3 Validation and performance metrics 
 

The proposed DCM formulation has been validated by evaluating its performance on both 

synthetic and empirical fMRI datasets (up to 66 regions) and comparing the obtained results 

with those provided by other competing effective connectivity estimators, such as spectral DCM 

(spDCM), Multivariate Granger Causality (MVGC) and other model-free methods (e.g. Bayesian 

nets). 

Regarding synthetic data, the sparse algorithm proved to be superior the EC competitors in 

detecting true connections (i.e., in terms of sensitivity), by keeping the specificity at a good level 

(figure 3.6) through the accurate tuning of the threshold applied to A. 

Specifically for the real dataset (when a ground-truth is not available) the validation of the 

estimated models has been obtained by comparing the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) 

between the empirical FC matrix and the simulated FC matrix inferred by the DCM estimates 

as: [𝐹�̂�]𝑖𝑗 = [𝛴𝑦]𝑖𝑗√[𝛴𝑦]𝑖𝑖[𝛴𝑦]𝑗𝑗     (3.24) 

where  𝛴𝑦 is the stationary output covariance matrix 𝛴𝑦 = 𝑯𝛴𝑥𝑯𝑇 + 𝑅, with 𝛴𝑥 = 𝑨𝛴𝑥𝑨𝑇 + 𝑸. 
A more robust validation has been obtained by comparing the result of 3.24 with empirical 

functional information derived from a different run related to the same subject, namely basing 

the estimation on new data that have not been exploited for parameters inference, in order to 

test the generalization capabilities of the estimated model (figure 3.7).  

Finally, as illustrated in figure 3.8, the proposed algorithm seems to be able to capture a 

significant variability of the hemodynamic response across the different brain regions, 

suggesting its potential sensitivity in atypical brains (e.g. post-stroke fMRI) where the HRF may 

present severe alterations in neuronal areas close to the brain lesion.  
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Figure 3.6: Performance metrics. Results in terms of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), accuracy, precision, sensitivity and 
specificity when comparing the sparse DCM model with other effective connectivity methods. The results are related to a 
synthetic scenario with 66 regions simulating empirical data of 20 subjects reconstructed from a randomly drawn adjacency 
matrix [2]. 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between FC matrices for empirical fMRI dataset.  Blue dots:  Pearson correlation coefficient 
(PearsonCC) between empirical FCs of Run 2 data (FC2) and the functional connectivity reconstructed from the EC models 
estimated using the same data. Red diamonds: PearsonCC between empirical FCs of Run 1 data (FC1) and the functional 
connectivity FC2 reconstructed from the ECs estimated using data related to a different run. Black squares:  PearsonCC between 
empirical FCs of Run 1 data (FC1) and empirical FCs of Run 2 data (FC2). Horizontal lines: Corresponding average values across 
the entire sample of subjects [2].  

 

 

 

Figure 3.8:  Estimated EC matrix and hemodynamic variability.  Single subject analysis (Subject 17, data from Run 2). (a) 
Estimated Effective Connectivity (EC). (b) Estimated hemodynamic responses for each of the 66 BOLD time-series (i.e., brain 
regions) and the corresponding mean (black solid line). The significant variability in the hemodynamic responses suggests that 
the sparse DCM model provides a good trade-off between model complexity and the need to account for physiological insights 
and computational issues [2].   
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4 
Dynamics of brain connectivity after stroke 
 

4.1 The role of connectivity in brain disorders 

Pathological perturbations occurring in brain are rarely confined to a limited area; instead, they 

often spread via axonal and synaptic connections to indirectly influence other regions far from 

the lesioned site. As previously stated, the brain is a highly complex, interconnected network 

that balances regional segregation of specialized regions with strong integration, a balance that 

gives rise to complex and coordinated dynamics across multiple spatiotemporal scales. Due to 

this precise organization, any brain dysfunction can spread easily between linked elements, 

leading to pathological cascades that can affect a great part of the system.  This means that a 

lesion in a single location in the brain could disrupt brain functions far beyond the lesion 

boundaries. This is exemplified by the rapid spread of spatially distributed activation changes 

resulting from epileptic seizure propagation or from regionally localized stroke lesions,  the 

gradual progression of pathology in neurodegenerative diseases that are thought to have focal 

onset, such as Huntington disease, Parkinson disease and other forms of neurodegeneration. 

An important step in understanding how neural network organization influences the onset, 

expression and progression of disease is the generation of a comprehensive map (a 

connectome) of brain connectivity architecture[13]. For this reason, connectivity measures 

play a crucial role in providing detailed descriptions of how disease affects the brain and has 

uncovered new insights into the shared characteristics of different neuropathological 

processes based on fundamental properties of brain network organization. More recent 

conceptual and technical developments allowed to switch from mere descriptions of disease 

processes to the formulation of hypotheses about underlying pathophysiological mechanisms 

and clinically useful predictions concerning key prognostic indicators. Indeed, a full 

understating of how brain connectivity shapes the expression of neural insults at the level of 

large-scale neural systems could pave the way to the definition of novel neuro-markers 

describing behavioral dysfunctions derived from the lesion  (and possibly their severity), as 

well as to the improvement of treatment planning through the implementation of personalized 

therapeutic strategies, as described in section 1.2. 

In general, pathological connectivity patterns defined on the basis of structural (i.e., size and 

location of the brain lesion) and functional information have been shown to be not exhaustive: 
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for instance, state-of-the-art methods relying on FC maps, which has been used as predictors of 

behavioral scores in stroke patients, account for up to 40% of the total variance [29]. It follows 

that effective connectivity is crucial in cataloguing other possible responses and their 

underlying mechanisms of directed propagation, in order to provide a more complete picture 

of how the spread, clinical manifestations and prognosis of brain disease with respect to that 

afforded by undirected connectivity measures (figure 4.1).  

As a result, the scaling of effective connectivity models to deal with large-scale brain networks 

and diverse experimental contexts becomes a major task of this objective. Indeed, since  focal 

lesions can have a diffuse effect on inter-regional synchronization dynamics that extend well 

beyond the affected area, and in a way that is critically dependent on the connection topology 

of the damaged region, data-driven inference of whole-brain EC models is needed to provide 

solid basis for novel individual-level features for predicting cognitive deficits and to inform 

more efficacious tools for designing whole-brain based personalized treatments. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Connectivity-based predictors of patterns of disease progression.  a | In this example, an analysis identifies two 
brain regions, 1 and 2, that exhibit significant group-dependent differences. These differences can be presented as a ‘map’ that 
localizes the abnormalities but does not provide any information about the intercommunication between these 
pathophysiological markers. b | Mapping the connectivity of these regions reveals that the abnormalities occur within a broader 
network context. In this example, there is no direct connection between regions 1 and 2, suggesting that pathology may affect 
these two areas independently; parts c–e depict scenarios in which regions 1 and 2 are directly connected. c | Regions 1 and 2 
are abnormal, but the connection between them is intact. In this case, pathology may be localized in one area and affected the 
other via abnormal communication along the intact pathway. Identification of the primary abnormality here would require an 
investigation of effective connectivity (f). The connection linking regions 1 and 2 is considered to be at risk of deterioration 
because it is interposed between two dysfunctional regions. d | Regions 1 and 2, and the connection linking them, are abnormal, 
suggesting that there may be a direct association between the two regional abnormalities. In this case, a primary pathology in 
either region may have resulted in secondary deterioration of their connecting pathway and, subsequently, the other area. 
Alternatively, the pathology may have originated in the axonal tracts that link regions 1 and 2, and subsequently caused 
dysfunction in both regions. Again, EC analysis would be required to distinguish between these possibilities. e | Dysfunction in 
regions 1 and/or 2 may alter their connectivity with other regions (red connections linking to regions 3 and 4). In this case, 
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regions 3 and 4 are considered to be at risk of impairment given prolonged exposure to the aberrant signals emanating from 
regions 1 and 2. f | Study of effective connectivity can provide further clues regarding the primary source of pathology. For 
example, if region 2 influences 1 but not vice versa (left), then pathology is more likely to have originated in region 2. g | Case-
control differences in connectivity can be quantitative (left) or qualitative (right). A quantitative difference occurs when 
patients and controls share the same underlying connectivity architecture but show a difference in the strength of connectivity 
(represented by line thickness) between specific pairs of brain regions. A qualitative difference refers to a distinct pattern of 
connectivity in the patient group; for instance, an axonal pathway may be present in patients but not controls. Such differences 
can result from abnormal wiring of the connectome [13]. 
 

4.2 The impact of stroke on brain connectivity 

4.2.1 Clinical background 
 

Stroke is a complex brain disease that occurs when the blood supply to part of brain is 

interrupted or reduced, preventing brain tissue from getting oxygen and nutrients; as a result, 

brain cells begin to die by few minutes, leading to possible motor, behavioral or cognitive 

disorders depending on the location and size of the lesioned site. The two main events causing 

brain stroke are generally a blocked artery (ischemic stroke) or leaking or bursting of a blood 

vessel (hemorrhagic stroke). Some people may have only a temporary disruption of blood flow 

to the brain, known as a transient ischemic attack (TIA), that does not cause permanent 

damages. 

Ischemic stroke occurs when the brain's blood vessels become narrowed or blocked, causing 

severely reduced blood flow that leads to an ischemia. The occlusion of blood vessels is mainly 

due to fatty deposits that build up in blood vessels or by blood clots or other debris that travel 

through bloodstream and lodge in the blood vessels. Hemorrhagic stroke takes place when a 

cerebral blood vessel leaks or ruptures. Brain hemorrhages can result from many risk factors, 

including uncontrolled high blood pressure, the presence of aneurysms, protein deposits 

contributing to weakness of vessel walls (cerebral amyloid angiopathy), overtreatment with 

anticoagulants. 

A stroke event can cause temporary or permanent disabilities, depending on how long the brain 

lacks blood flow and the location of affected site. Complications may include paralysis or loss of 

muscle movement, difficulty in talking or swallowing, memory loss, emotional problems, 

phantom pain and behavioral impairments (e.g., during verbal, attention or language tasks). 

 

4.2.2 Post-stroke neural plasticity 
 

The original stroke insult can thus result in disability and its evolution strictly depends on the 

compensatory processes underlying post-stroke recovery phase. Recovery is a dynamic 

process following the ischemic event and concerning the structural and functional 

reorganization of the central nervous system, in order to accommodate for the damage caused 

by the infarction. Neural changes occurring in this phase, called neural plasticity, could be 
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adaptive (i.e., restoration of brain functions) or maladaptive (i.e., worsening of functions). 

Indeed, not all these neural modifications contribute to a genuine motor recovery. Some neural 

plasticity can lead to spontaneous mechanisms compensating the loss of functions, in order to 

allow the performance of daily activities despite impairments induced by stroke. However, the 

strong and efficient compensations activated by the damaged brain may prevent the affected 

side from generating normal functional patterns of daily activities. Such mechanisms 

compound the degree of functional compromise that results from the insult [30].  

A common maladaptive response following stroke is diaschisis, that is, the interruption of 

function in regions remote from the stroke lesion (figure 4.2, upper left). This phenomenon is 

usually reflected by alterations in functional connectivity between areas that may be not 

directly linked to the injured site. Some studies ([31],[32]) revealed that the severity of 

behavioral deficits following stroke often correlates with the extent of connectivity changes in 

regions far from the lesioned site, even if anatomical connectivity between damaged and damaged regions is not altered. It follows that a “functional deafferentation” of these remote 
areas is a sufficient condition to induce behavioral dysfunctions. However, the extent of damage 

to anatomical pathways linking the injured area to intact regions seems to determine the degree 

of severity of behavioral impairment. Together, these findings suggest that the behavioral 

deficits arising from stroke damage may often be the result of how the insult influences 

distributed neural dynamics, rather than of its impact on the lesioned site alone. 

In contrast to diaschisis, dedifferentiation is a maladaptive response concerning the diffuse, 

nonspecific recruitment of brain regions to perform a task, usually resulting from a break-down 

of usually specialized and segregated neural activity (figure 4.2, upper right). Dedifferentiation 

may be caused by anomalous neural plasticity or by a focal cortical lesion that disrupts the 

balance between excitation and inhibition within discrete neural systems. For instance, analysis 

of effective connectivity in patients with subcortical stroke suggests that the increased 

activation of the contralesional primary motor cortex (M1) derives from complex alterations of 

excitatory and inhibitory interactions between the left and right cortical motor systems[13]. 

Persistence of this dedifferentiated state is associated with poorer recovery of motor function 

following stroke, and recovery can be improved through the use of inhibitory repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the contralesional M1.  

Despite the possible onset of maladaptive mechanisms, post-stroke recovery phase is usually 

characterized by an adaptive increase in activity or functional connectivity that preserves 

behavioral output, commonly known as neural compensation (figure 4.2, lower).  In patients 

with stroke, a focal damage often results in the extensive recruitment of unaffected, remote 

brain regions. In general, the extent of focal ischemic insult and the severity of behavioral 

impairment correlate not only with altered functional connectivity, but also with greater 

compensatory recruitment of remote unaffected areas. The causal role of compensatory 

activation in preserving behavior was shown specifically by one study [33], in which inhibitory 

TMS of the right dorsal premotor cortex was demonstrated to disrupt right-handed motor 

function in patients with stroke damage to the left motor system. In healthy controls, right 

dorsal premotor cortex stimulation did not affect motor performance, suggesting that this 
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region activates to support motor function only if the left premotor cortex is lesioned. However, 

persistent hyperactivation in some unaffected regions may place neurons under excessive 

metabolic stress, reducing their viability and rendering them susceptible to degeneration. In 

this view, compensation could precede subsequent decline and transneuronal degeneration, 

that is, structural deterioration.  

Structural plasticity is an important neural requisite for compensation. Indeed, focal ischemic 

insult can cause widespread depolarization of connected regions, resulting in persistent 

hyperexcitability or disinhibition of functionally related and spatially distributed regions. 

Hyperexcitability in these connected areas can be accompanied by increased synaptogenesis, 

and axonal and dendritic propagation of undamaged axons, causing in some cases volumetric 

changes that are detectable with MRI[13]. In other words, adaptive neural plasticity may gain 

a high degree of flexibility, in order to preserve pre-injury behavior as much as possible. 

Several studies based on functional connectivity measures ([29],[34]) confirm that a key 

feature regarding these post-stroke recovery changes is the disruption of communication 

between hemispheres. In fact, the largest alteration often involves a decrease in 

interhemispheric, homotopic functional connectivity and altered interhemispheric connections 

seems to strongly correlate with all domains of behavioral impairments. These findings suggest 

that the disruption of interhemispheric balance is a common effect of stroke, rather than a 

result of damage to specific structures. Moreover, in some cases a decrease in interhemispheric 

FC may be correlated with an increase in intrahemispheric FC between specific Resting State 

Networks (RSN). This means that integration of RSNs across the hemispheres is linked to 

segregation of task-positive and task-negative RSNs within the hemispheres (figure 4.3). In 

addition, connectivity has been found to be more asymmetrical across hemispheres after a 

stroke compared with healthy controls [35]. Some cross-sectional studies also showed a shift 

of connectivity towards the contralesional hemisphere and demonstrated that this event often 

correlates with poor recovery. The asymmetry, however, can be reduced as a result of therapy, 

as a sign of the reduction of compensatory mechanisms characterizing stroke[35].  

Despite these useful findings, analysis based on FC measures is not sufficient to provide a 

complete description of pathophysiological processes underlying post-stroke recovery, leaving 

a great part of behavioral variance characterizing stroke unexplained [29]. Additionally, in case 

of deviations from standard hemodynamic response (e.g. due to pathology affecting blood flow 

parameters such as stroke), FC measures can be distorted, as it will be explained in the next 

section. On the other hand, equivalent characterizations of effective connections in stroke are 

available only for networks including a limited number of nodes. It follows that a whole-brain 

inference of effective connectivity in stroke is crucial to formulate a global and comprehensive 

understanding of how neural connectivity mediates the phenotypic expression of brain disease, 

and, ultimately, develop controllability-based treatments built on these pathophysiological 

mechanisms. 
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Figure 4.2: Major classes of maladaptive and adaptive responses following stroke. Examples of expected pattern of connectivity 
changes associated with maladaptive (upper figures) and adaptive (lower figure) responses, shown in a simple network of four 
nodes that is specialized for a particular behavioral output. The text below each illustration lists some candidate mechanisms 
that may cause, facilitate or exacerbate each response. In a maladaptive response the output of the network (for instance, 
behaviour) is compromised. Upper left figure| Diaschisis occurs when a focal lesion depresses the function of remote, 
connected sites (red nodes). Upper right figure | The characteristic pattern of dedifferentiation will involve reduced function 
of the neural system that supports the impaired behaviour (red nodes), and a diffuse increase of activity in other neural systems 
that are not typically associated with that behavior (blue nodes), thus reflecting a break-down of normal functional 
specialization. In an adaptive response, behavior or task performance is compensated for or preserved. Lower figure | 
Compensation occurs when either undamaged nodes within the impaired system, or nodes of other systems, increase their 
activity or connectivity to preserve behavior (the former scenario is depicted here). Note that more than one of these responses 
may occur simultaneously and one response may evolve into another over time, underlying the importance of a longitudinal 
perspective [13]. 
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Figure 4.3: Most predictive connections and nodes for six behavioral domains in stroke. In these fitted FC-deficit predicting 
models, green connections indicate positive weights (increased FC predicts better performance), and orange connections 
indicate negative weights (increased FC predicts worse performance). Weights from each FC-behavior model are divided into 
four groups: interhemispheric positive, interhemispheric negative, intrahemispheric positive, and intrahemispheric negative. 
Bars indicate the average contribution of each of the four groups. The strongest weights tend to be positive interhemispheric 
and negative intrahemispheric. This means that stroke patients often present a decreased interhemispheric and an increased 
intrahemispheric functional connectivity, thus explaining the general trend of observed behavioral impairments [29]. 

 

4.2.3 Altered cerebral hemodynamics following stroke 
 

In stroke, the disruption of connections at neural level is accompanied by the alteration of brain’s vascular supply induced by the ischemic infarction, not only within but also outside the 
area affected by the lesion. This suggests that, when studying stroke states, a normal 

hemodynamic response cannot be assumed, since it can be severely altered due to the vascular 

damage.  Indeed, HRFs in stroke patients are usually characterized by lower amplitudes, longer 

latency to peak intervals or Time To Peak (TTP) of up to 20 s (see figure 4.4.), and deeper initial 

dips.  These results have been also reported in case of preserved neuronal activity, as well as in 

the case of altered cerebral hemodynamics (i.e., due to arterial vasoparalysis caused by the 
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ischemia), suggesting that the reduced BOLD signal may reflect the decrease of neuronal 

activation (e.g. due to diaschisis) or may be a direct effect of compromised hemodynamics. In 

this view, it has been hypothesized that the temporal changes of cerebral activation during early 

post-stroke recovery phase could be due in part to this hemodynamic dysfunction. 

Cerebral hemodynamics is a complex system that can assure the physiological balance by 

means of three main mechanisms[36]: autoregulation, which is the maintenance of relatively 

constant blood flow, whatever changes are in arterial blood pressure and perfusion pressure; 

vasomotor reactivity, namely, the ability of vasodilatation subsequent to hypercapnia; 

neurovascular coupling, which adapts regional CBF to increased metabolic demand as a 

consequence of enhanced brain activity to permit reasonable functioning of cells[37]. After 

ischemic stroke, the reactivity of the cerebral circulation to vasomotor stimuli is altered, 

autoregulation is impaired, and the increase in CBF (and oxyhemoglobin) required by 

functional activation is decreased[38].  Specifically, some findings suggest that cerebral 

autoregulation tends to worse in the subacute phase of post-stroke interval: this event could be 

a result of the spread of the original ischemic arteriolar impairment to remote areas. In 

particular, it has been hypothesized that a vicious circle can start in perilesional area by 

diffusing local acidosis and then is amplified by reperfusion, with a resulting dysautoregulation 

and further infarction[39]. Additionally, bursts of oxidative stress induced by the ischemic 

infarction can profoundly alter the cerebral hemodynamics[39]: in fact, the accumulation of 

reactive oxygen species can limit endothelial NO-mediated responses, vasodilation and 

vasoconstriction processes, leading to cell-level microvascular damage that disrupts 

neurovascular coupling and cerebrovascular reactivity to CO2. Indeed, impaired astrocyte and 

pericyte reactivity is a common phenomenon occurring in reperfused tissue after ischemic 

stroke [40]. Moreover, stroke lesion can alter the neural control mechanisms of cerebral 

vasculature, causing a direct damage to the central autonomic network [39].  

In general, the deterioration of cerebral hemodynamics can lead to a significantly compromised 

CBF, both in basal and activation conditions [41]. Since CBF is no longer matched to the 

metabolic requirements of the tissue, also the hemodynamic response is altered, deviating from 

physiological conditions even if the underlying neuronal firing is maintained at normal levels.  

The altered hemodynamic kinetics is clearly detectable in the frequency domain, by observing 

the decrease in BOLD signal power above 0.046 Hz (assuming signal power evaluation in the 

0.009–0.09 Hz range). 0.046-0.09 Hz is the normal hemodynamic range of frequencies that is 

usually observed during task-related neural activity. Deterioration of brain cells could reduce 

the signal power in this range, leading to temporal delays and thus acting as a low-pass filter on 

the hemodynamic response (figure 4.5) [40].  

The alteration of HRF has a direct implication on connectivity measures: since FC between brain 

regions is estimated by the temporal correlation of the spontaneous BOLD signals, 

hemodynamic changes, specifically temporal delays characterizing post-stroke HRF, can 

provide distort correlation measures. A possible correction of lag-related distortions in FC 

correlation values could be obtained by shifting time courses. However, artifactual FC effects 

would be partially, but not entirely, corrected, since the decreased BOLD signal power density 
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observed at high frequencies [40] suggests that the HRF is fundamentally altered; as a result, 

the simply re-alignment of timeseries will not adequately provide reliable quantitative 

measures of FC.  

It follows that only the application of the sparse DCM framework would provide more reliable 

information about connectivity changes and hemodynamic deviations induced by the ischemic 

infarction, thanks to the application of a two-state model that allows the estimation of neuronal 

and hemodynamic parameters separately and individually for each ROI. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: BOLD signal in control subjects and a stroke patient performing language paradigm 2. (A) HRF extracted from the 
peak voxel in the bilateral auditory cortex of six healthy control subjects performing language paradigm 2. Plots represent the 
mean contrast estimate of FIR analysis across subjects (y-axis) within each time bin (y-axis). The dark grey bar indicates the 
time bin with the highest contrast estimate as an estimation of the TTP latency. (B) HRF extracted from the peak voxel in the 
bilateral auditory cortex of patient 2 at day 2 (acute stage) and day 8 (subacute stage). Plots represent mean contrast estimate 
across stimuli (x-axis) within each time bin (y-axis). From day 1 to day 8, TTP latency increased (from time bin 5 to time bin 
6) and amplitude decreased slightly in both hemispheres [39]. 
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Figure 4.5: BOLD power spectra. ROIs presenting significant temporal delay in HRF show significantly decreased power relative to ‘no lag’ ROIs in the upper part of the resting state range (0.046–0.09 Hz). Power in this range is closer to that of infarcted 
regions, suggesting the spread of the effect of ischemic infarction to remote areas. Transparent boundaries indicate SEM in 
average power [40]. 
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5 
Materials and methods 

 

This chapter will provide a complete description of the fMRI dataset and preprocessing 

methods applied before clustering procedure and sparse DCM, as well as some clustering 

metrics and graph measures. Moreover, some initialization values assigned to the sparse 

algorithm will be specifically clarified. Results of data preprocessing and of algorithmic steps 

will be extensively discussed in the next chapters. Part of figures presented in this chapter have 

been generated with MATLAB2019b (MathWorks, Inc.) and Connectome Workbench (version 

1.4.2). 

 

5.1 rs-fMRI dataset 

5.1.1 Subject enrollment 
 

The available resting state fMRI data, provided by Dr. Michele Allegra and Prof. Andrea Brovelli 

(University of Marseille) proceeds from a larger dataset that has been previously collected from 

stroke patients and healthy controls recruited at Washington University School of Medicine in 

Saint Louis  (WUSM) under the supervision of Prof. Maurizio Corbetta (University of Padova). 

Inclusion criteria for patients were: (i) age 18 or older, (ii) first symptomatic stroke, ischemic 

or intraparenchymal hemorrhagic etiology, (iii) clinical evidence of motor, language, attention, 

visual, or memory deficits based on neurological examination, and (iv) time of enrollment less 

than two weeks after stroke infarction. Exclusion criteria were: (i) the inability to maintain 

wakefulness during testing, (ii) the presence of other neurological, psychiatric, or medical 

conditions that preclude active participation in research and/or may alter the interpretation of 

the behavioral/imaging studies (e.g., dementia, schizophrenia), or limit life expectancy to less 

than 1 y (e.g., cancer or congestive heart failure class IV), (iii) evidence of clinically significant 

periventricular white matter disease (equal or greater than grade 5), and (iv) contraindications 

for MRI including claustrophobia or scanner-incompatible implants[29]. 

Demographically matched controls were also recruited. Inclusion criteria in this case were: 

healthy adult matched to stroke study population by age, gender, handedness, and level of 

education. Exclusion criteria were: (i) a positive history of neurological, psychiatric, or medical 
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abnormalities preventing participation in research activities, (ii) a history of atherosclerotic 

(coronary, cerebral, peripheral) artery disease, or (iii) an abnormal neurological examination 

with signs of central nervous system dysfunction[29].  

 

5.1.2 rs-fMRI acquisition and preliminary preprocessing 
 

All functional images were collected using a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio scanner at WUSM and the 

standard 12-channel head coil. Specifically, resting state functional scans were acquired with a 

gradient echo EPI sequence (TR = 2 s, TE = 27 ms, 32 contiguous 4-mm slices, 4 × 4 mm in-

plane resolution) during which participants were instructed to fixate on a small cross in a low 

luminance environment. Up to eight resting state fMRI sessions, each including 128 volumes 

(30 min total), were recorded. However, the available timeseries concatenate the results of 

seven sessions of 128 scans each[29]. 

Preliminary preprocessing of fMRI data included: (i) compensation for asynchronous slice 

acquisition using sinc interpolation; (ii) elimination of odd/even slice intensity differences 

resulting from interleaved acquisition; (iii) whole brain intensity normalization to achieve a 

mode value of 1,000; (iv) removal of distortion using synthetic field map estimation and spatial 

realignment within and across fMRI runs; and (v) resampling to 3-mm cubic voxels in atlas 

space including realignment and atlas transformation in one resampling step[29].  

 

5.1.3 Cortical surface parcellation and nuisance regression  
 

Volume-wise data have been processed to derive projections of surface-based rs-fMRI cortical 

parcellations. This procedure has required the generation of anatomical surfaces from each subject’s T1 MRI by means of FreeSurfer automated segmentation. The transformation includes 

brain extraction, segmentation, generation of white matter and pial surface, inflation of these 

surfaces to a sphere and surface shape-based spherical registration to the subject’s “native” 
surface to the fs_average surface. Both left (LH) and right (RH) hemispheres have been 

resampled to 164000 surface vertices and finally downsampled to 10242 vertices each for 

projection of functional data. Surface-projected timeseries have been then smoothed using a 6-

mm FWHM Gaussian kernel[29]. Finally, the time courses of all vertices belonging to each 

parcel have been averaged to get parcel-wise timeseries, excluding vertices overlapped with 

the lesion in ischemic patients.   

The cortical parcellation originally used is based on that generated by Gordon et al.[42]. This 

parcellation scheme is built on rs-fMRI boundary mapping, achieving full cortical coverage and 

optimal region FC homogeneity (indeed, this parcellation previously demonstrated to optimally 

separate FC data in healthy young adults). As depicted in figure 5.1, the obtained parcellation 

includes 324 ROIs further grouped in 13 RSNs (159 LH, 165 RH), after removing those parcels 
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with less than 20 vertices (approximately 50 mm2). In addition, 19 sub-cortical and cerebellar 

ROIs generated from the automated anatomical labelling (AAL) and the Harvard-Oxford 

subcortical atlas have been included in the dataset for each subject. As a result, 324 surface-

based cortical regions and 19 volume-based subcortical regions have been made available for 

each subject. 

Finally, timeseries have been passed through an additional nuisance regression step, by 

computing regressors based on previous freesurfer segmentation. Considered regressors 

include the following sources of spurious variance: (a) six parameters obtained by rigid body 

correction of head motion; (b) signals from ventricles and CSF; (c) signal from white 

matter[29].  

Additionally, a mask accounting for frame censoring has been made available for each subject. 

In general, the first four acquired volumes of each BOLD run are excluded, as well as frames 

corrupted by a framewise displacement greater than 0.5 mm. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Lesion visualization and Gordon-Laumann atlas. (A) Topography of stroke. Lesion overlay map in atlas space for 
132 stroke patients. Lesion distribution is representative of a larger source population. (B) The 324 ROIs parcellation from 
Gordon et al. (25). Regions are color coded by RSN membership [29].  
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5.1.4 Previous connectivity studies 
 

Other than previous findings based on FC-behavior and hemodynamic lags-behavior 

correlations (see [29] and [40] for details), some connectivity-based results related to the 

provided data have been discussed in an additional preliminary work [43].  

First, interhemispheric (homotopic) undirected functional connectivity generally decreases in 

pathological subjects, while intrahemispheric functional connectivity tends to increase (figure 

5.2), as already encountered in other studies. 

In addition, covariance-based Granger Causality measures have been estimated from the 

described dataset. For this analysis, data have been first temporal bandpass filtered, retaining 

frequencies between 0.009 and 0.08 Hz. The application of the filter (1st order Butterworth 

filter) was preceded by an interpolation step in correspondence of the corrupted volumes.  

The main GC findings can be resumed as follows: 

• A reduction of homotopic Granger causality (measured as sum of instantaneous and 

directed causality between homologous regions) in patients suggests a decreased 

interhemispheric communication, as expected from FC measures (figure 5.3). 

• Granger causality is reduced in the lesioned hemisphere, and from the lesioned to the 

healthy hemisphere (figure 5.4). 

• Possibly, the stroke lesion causes a general decrease of input to areas in the lesioned 

hemisphere, and consequently also a reduction of output to the healthy hemisphere 

• LH lesions seem to cause bilateral decreases in intrahemispheric Granger causality and 

lower asymmetry between the hemispheres, while RH lesions cause decreases in 

Granger causality only in the lesioned hemisphere and strong asymmetries between the 

hemispheres. This could imply that the left hemisphere is more segregated, while the 

right one is more integrated with the other (figure 5.5). 

• The intra-hemispheric increases in functional connectivity are not correlated with 

estimated intrahemispheric increases in Granger causality.  

Finally, according to [40], hemodynamic responses related to stroke timeseries are 

characterized by temporal delays affecting FC estimates. Hemodynamic lag, which was 

determined by computing the shift value maximizing cross-correlation with the global gray 

matter signal, preferentially appears in the vascular distribution of the ischemia and often 

correlates with the size of the lesion (figure 5.6). Both patient and control groups exhibit ROIs 

that lead the gray matter signal, but the patients exhibit more ROIs with significant positive lag 

(patients: 4.0%>2 s, 1.7%>4 s; controls: 1.9%>2 s, 0.2%>4 s). At 1–2 weeks after stroke, 30% 

of stroke patients exhibited lag measures >2 SD of the control mean (95% confidence interval) 

and 19 and 17.8% were >3 SD (99.7% confidence interval).Hemodynamic lag greater than 2 s 

seems to be almost confined to the lesioned hemisphere; the same areas show significantly 

lower rCBF and a monotonic decrease in perfusion with increasing lag [40]. 
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Figure 5.2: Homotopic and intrahemispheric FC for some RSNs. The graphs illustrate the difference in inter and intrahemisheric 
functional connectivity for some RSNs, both for patient and control groups [43]. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Homotopic GC-based directed and instantaneous causality for some RSNs. Interhemispheric IC, which is a measure of the “instantaneous” information flow between two ROIs, is reduced in patients. Interhemispheric DC, which coincides with 
the notion of Granger Causality for Gaussian systems and gives a measure of bidirectional flow between two ROIs, is decreased 
in (LH) patients [43]. 
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Figure 5.4: Homotopic DC asymmetry for some RSNs. The interhemispheric (homotopic) DC from the healthy to the lesioned 
hemisphere is higher than the reverse in patients. The net information flow is in the direction of the lesioned hemisphere [43].  

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Intrahemispheric IC and DC imbalance for some RSNs. The intrahemispheric IC is higher in the healthy hemisphere 
for patients, as well as intra-hemispheric DC [43].  
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Figure 5.6: Temporal cross-correlation to measure lag in rs-fMRI. (a) The global gray matter signal (black line, top panel) is 
measured by averaging all non-lesioned gray matter voxels. Each voxel time course (red line, top panel) is then compared to 
the reference signal. The exemplar voxel is circled in (c). (b) The voxel time course is shifted forward and backward 8 s and 
shift correlation is computed. In this case, 5.08 s is the optimal shift determined by parabolic interpolation. (c) Voxel-wise 
hemodynamic lag image. Orange/yellow indicates a delay with respect to the reference signal, cyan indicates a lead. Lesioned 
areas are shown in black. A small caudal infarct in left posterior cerebral artery (PCA) territory shows associated lag in the 
entire left PCA distribution [40].  

 

5.1.5 Description of the analyzed subjects 
 

For the application of the sparse algorithm, three single-subject datasets have been made 

available from the overall fMRI measures described above. Specifically, results deriving from a 

healthy control, which will be named in the following with the code 030, has been compared 

with those extracted from two stroke patients. 

The first ischemic patient, which will be referred to as subject 111, has been recruited for the 

acquisition two weeks after the stroke infarction. The subject has a large subcortical lesion in 

the right hemisphere, as documented by the lesion segmentation (see figure 5.7). Therefore, 

the subject is expected to have anomalously wide hemodynamic lags in the right hemisphere. 

The second stroke patient, denominated in the following with the code 109, has been recruited 

two weeks after the ischemic event. In this case, the subject has a large lesion in the right 

hemisphere, impacting on both occipital and temporal areas (see figure 5.8). For this reason, 

hemodynamic lags in the right hemisphere are expected to be found. 
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Figure 5.7: Lesion of subject 111. The stroke lesion is located in the subcortical regions of the right hemisphere. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Lesion of subject 109. The subject is affected by a large lesion located in the occipital and temporal areas of the right 
hemisphere. 
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5.2 Cluster analysis 

In order to provide the sparse algorithm with a reasonable number of fMRI time courses, first 

it has been necessary to reduce the total number of parcels via a clustering procedure, which 

will be detailly discussed in the following sections. Indeed, since the code implementing the 

algorithm has been successfully tested with a whole-brain scenario including up to 66 nodes, 

reduction of nodes is a preliminary step that is necessary to keep computational complexity at 

reasonable levels and, at same time, allow large-scale inference of effective connections 

between those nodes. Specifically, the analysis has been carried out on the timeseries related 

to the healthy subject, in order to avoid that alterations in the data due to the stroke lesion 

would negatively affect the clustering results. Then, the resulting partition scheme has been 

applied to fMRI time courses of both post-stroke subjects as well. 

 

5.2.1 Schaefer cortical parcellation 
 

For the reasons explained above, surface-level fMRI data has been projected onto an additional 

functional atlas provided by Schaefer et. al [44]. This functional atlas provides a surface cortical 

parcellation by integrating both local gradient and global similarity approaches based on 

functional connectivity patterns. The resulting parcellation includes 100 parcels, which are 

then organized in 17 RSNs (figure 5.9). Additionally, the 19 subcortical ROIs have been left 

unchanged, providing a final dataset of 119 fMRI timeseries. 

However, clustering procedure has been applied to both Schaefer-mapped and Gordon-mapped 

data, in order to test the dimensionality reduction power of the cluster analysis depending on 

the preliminary selection of the atlas.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Schaefer cortical atlas. 100-area cortical parcellation. Parcel colors correspond to 17 cortical large-scale RSNs.  
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5.2.2 Temporal filtering and volume censoring 
 

Before implementing cluster analysis, a band pass and a high pass filter have been applied to 

the provided timeseries. This preprocessing step is useful not only to reduce noise outside of 

frequencies of interest, but also to further investigate its effects on clustering and on 

performance of the sparse algorithm. 

Specifically, time courses have been temporally band-passed by combining a low-pass and a 

high-pass Butterworth filters, in order to retain frequencies in the band 0.0078-0.1 Hz (figure 

5.10 and 5.11). These cut-off values are commonly used in resting state fMRI to filter out high 

frequency artifactual noise (e.g., related to cardiac pulsation or respiration) or slow fluctuations 

and drift caused by the MRI scanner. Indeed, the fact that fMRI temporal resolution is limited 

by slow neurovascular coupling, which cannot reflect fast changes of the field potential of 

neuronal firings, usually restricts the study of fMRI dynamics in the <0.1 Hz range, because 

periodic oscillations above that frequency range are expected to be vanishingly small. 

However, recent studies [45] have suggested that during resting state there could be significant 

neuronally driven BOLD contributions to fMRI signals at frequencies above 0.1 Hz, up to 0.75 

Hz. This implies that, when spontaneous neural activity is continuous and rapidly varying, a 

faster dynamics of the BOLD response could be observed with respect to that evoked by large, 

transient-evoked activation during a blocked experimental design [45]. These empirical 

findings underline the potential role of frequencies above 0.1 Hz, suggesting the importance of 

testing the application of a high pass filter to the available timeseries (figure 5.10). 

Successively, acquired volumes have been scrubbed by means of the provided mask. Indeed, 

volume censoring allows to remove temporal frames affected by significant head motion 

(Fd>0.5 mm), avoiding spurious correlations that could affect clustering results.  Removal of 

corrupted volumes has led to Nvc=831 valid volumes for subject 030, Nvc=847 valid volumes 

for subject 109 and Nvc=573 valid volumes for subject 111.  
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Figure 5.10: High pass filter. Magnitude and phase of the high pass filter applied to fMRI data. Cut-off frequency is 0.0078 Hz 
(1/128 s). 

 

Figure 5.11: Low pass filter. Magnitude and phase of the low pass filter applied to fMRI data.  Cut-off frequency is 0.1 Hz. 
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5.2.3 Hierarchical clustering 
 

As previously explained, cluster analysis has been applied to the fMRI dataset, providing a 

reduced set of nodes that have been later assigned as inputs to the Matlab code implementing 

the algorithmic steps of sparse DCM. The analysis has been carried out separately within each 

resting state network for Gordon-Laumann atlas (see figure 5.1), while for Schaefer atlas a 

slightly different cortical parcellation has been considered, obtained by merging together the 

smaller networks (see figure 5.12). In both cases, subcortical nodes have been grouped in a 

supplementary distinct network. 

Cluster analysis is a common multivariate statistical technique to divide a given dataset into 

mutually exclusive groups, on the basis of similarity or dissimilarity criterions. In general, the 

quality of clustering results strictly depends on the choice of two factors: dissimilarity measure 

of distance between data and clustering method. For the purposes of this thesis, hierarchical 

clustering approach has been selected, since it usually provides relatively homogeneous 

clusters and does not necessary requires the knowledge of the number of subsets in advance. 

Hierarchical clustering is a hard-clustering method (i.e., it assigns every object to one and only 

one cluster) that groups data over a variety of scales by creating a cluster tree or dendrogram 

(figure 5.13). The resulting tree is not a single set of clusters, but rather a multilevel hierarchical 

decomposition, where data are clustered at increasing levels up to final unique set. As a result, 

this approach allows the user to decide the level or scale of clustering that is most appropriate 

for the considered application. In Matlab, hierarchical clustering is supported by the Statistics 

Toolbox function clusterdata. 

First, dissimilarity between every pair of objects (e.g., fMRI timeseries) is evaluated by 

measuring the distance between them. Specifically, these measures have been obtained by 

treating timeseries as multidimensional vectors and calculating the Euclidean distance 

between them by means of the pdist Matlab function: 

d(xi, xj)=√∑ (𝑥𝑖(𝑘) − 𝑥𝑗(𝑘))2𝑁𝑣𝑐𝑘=1  (5.1) 

where Nvc is the total number of temporal scans (after volume censoring), while xi and xj are 

examples of vector timeseries. Successively, the building of the dendogram is an iterative 

procedure that starts by considering every object coincident with a different cluster. At every 

iteration, pairs of objects that are in close proximity are groped on the basis of a linkage 

criterion, which uses the distance information generated by pdist to determine the proximity 

of timeseries to each other. The first iteration links pairs of objects that are close together into 

binary clusters; then, subsequent iterations provide larger clusters until the hierarchical tree is 

formed. This procedure in obtained through the linkage function, which exploits a known 

linkage criterion to determine the order in which it clusters object[46]. In this case, the Ward’s 
criterion has been selected. This agglomerative linkage criterion analyses the variance of 

clusters, instead of measuring the distance between them. Specifically, it determines the 
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distance between two clusters A and B on the basis on the increase of the sum of squares 

produced by their merging: 𝛥(𝐴, 𝐵) = ∑ ||𝒙𝒊 −𝒎𝑨∪𝑩||2 − ∑ ||𝒙𝒊 −𝒎𝑨||2 − ∑ ||𝒙𝒊 −𝒎𝑩||2 = 𝑛𝐴𝑛𝐵𝑛𝐴+𝑛𝐵 ||𝒎𝑨 − 𝒎𝑩||2𝑖 𝜖𝐵𝑖 𝜖𝐴𝑖 𝜖𝐴∪𝐵  (5.2) 

where 𝒎𝒋 is the centroid of the jth cluster and 𝒏𝒋 is the total number of objects in it. 𝜟 is named 

as the merging cost of combining the two clusters. It follows that at first iteration, the sum of 

squares starts out at zero (because every object coincides with a different cluster) and then 

grows as long as merging continues; as a result, Ward’s method will determine the best 

reasonable partition by keeping this growth as small as possible. 

The height of each link in the resulting tree represents the distance between the two original 

clusters that contain those two objects (see figure 5.13). This height is known as the cophenetic 

distance between the two timeseries and can be used to evaluate the performance of the linkage 

function.  If the clustering is valid and reflects well the distribution of data, the linking of objects 

in the cluster tree should have a strong correlation with the Euclidean distances between 

objects. The cophenet function compares these two sets of values and computes their 

correlation, returning the so called cophenetic correlation coefficient. The closer the value of 

the cophenetic correlation coefficient is to 1, the more accurate the clustering solution[46].  

Once the tree has been determined and evaluated, hierarchical clustering requires to determine 

at which level the cut-off is needed, assigning all the objects below each cut to a single cluster. 

At this step, two different approaches have been adopted and compared: 

• A more “natural” approach, which determines cluster boundaries in a data set by 

comparing the height of each link with the heights of neighbouring links below it. A link 

that presents approximately the same height as the links below it indicates that there 

are no distinct divisions between the grouped objects at this hierarchical level. These 

links are said to exhibit a high level of consistency, because the distance between the 

joined objects is approximately the same as the distances between the objects they 

contain. On the contrary, a link whose height significantly differs from the height of the 

links below it means that the objects joined at this level are much farther apart from 

each other than their subcomponents were when they were joined. This link is said to 

be inconsistent with the links below it. In cluster analysis, inconsistent links can suggest 

a possible natural partition in a dataset. In Matlab, this is done by means of the cluster 

function, which uses a quantitative measure of inconsistency (the inconsistency 

coefficient) to determine where to divide the data set into clusters. Specifically, this 

coefficient compares the height of a link in a cluster hierarchy with the average height 

of links below it, by computing the difference between the current link height and the 

mean and normalizing it by the standard deviation. Links that join distinct clusters have 

a high inconsistency coefficient, while links that join indistinct clusters have a low 

inconsistency coefficient. By default, the inconsistent function compares each link in the 

cluster hierarchy with adjacent links that are less than two levels below it in the cluster 

hierarchy. Clusters that join two leaves also have a zero inconsistency coefficient[46].  
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In this case, the inconsistency coefficient threshold has been set to 1: this implies that 

the difference between the height of the higher link and the mean has to be less than the 

corresponding standard deviation related to all the links included in the calculation.  

 

• A PCA-driven approach, which determines the partition of the dataset on the basis of the 

number of principal components that can be extracted from the same data. Indeed, Ward’s method is the one among agglomerative clustering approaches that builds on a 
sum-of-squares criterion, providing clusters that minimize within-cluster dispersion at 

each iteration.  PCA works in the same multivariate Euclidean space in order to 

represent the variance among observations. More specifically, PCA produces a 

decomposition of the total variance of the dataset, identifying those spatial (or 

temporal) directions that account for the largest portion of the variability. In high-

dimensional datasets (e.g., fMRI datasets considered in this work), the most dominant 

patterns, that is, those captured by the first principal components, usually separates 

different subgroups of the samples from each other. It follows that PCA and hierarchical 

clustering involve complementary but similar interpretations, providing models that are 

fitted to the data on the basis of the same mathematical principle. This is the reason why in practice the results of Ward’s agglomerative clustering are likely to delineate clusters 

that visually correspond to regions of high densities of points in PCA ordination[47].  

These circumstances justify the possibility of assigning to the cluster function a 

predefined maximum number of clusters equal to the total number of first principal 

components. In this specific case, the number of first principal components explaining 

85% of the variance in the dataset has been selected as input parameter, but other 

solutions are possible (e.g., Kaiser rule). 

 

Figure 5.12: Pre-clustering partition of Schaefer-projected parcels. The figure depicts the partition of parcels into 16 cortical 
sets. Cluster analysis is performed separately within each set: {'LH Visual'}; {'LH SomMot'}; {'LH DorsAttn'}; {'LH SalVentAttn'}; 
{'LH Limbic'}; {'LH Cont'}; {'LH Default A/B'}; {'LH Default C & TempPar'}; {'RH Visual'}; {'RH SomMot'}; {'RH DorsAttn'}; {'RH 
SalVentAttn'}; {'RH Limbic'}; {'RH Cont'}; {'RH Default A/B'}; {'RH Default C & TempPar'}; {'Subcortical'}. 
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Figure 5.13: Hierarchical tree or dendogram. The figure depicts a hierarchical tree generated from 5 objects through the matlab 
function “dendogram”, highlighting the links and heights determined by the linkage function [46]. 

 

5.2.4 Clustering evaluation metrics 
 

In order to examine the quality of clustering results within each network, some evaluation 

metrics have been considered, giving an insight on how the performance of cluster analysis 

might change depending on the method used to determine cluster boundaries. Given that an 

optimal partition should minimise intra-cluster measures and maximise inter-cluster 

measures, the following clustering evaluation metrics have been considered: 

• Within-cluster variability, which is a measure of compactness of each cluster. Lower the 

value of within-cluster variance, higher the compactness of clusters formed. In this 

work, this clustering index has been quantified by first evaluating the difference vector 

between each jth observation of ith cluster and the corresponding centroid 

 𝑒𝑖𝑗(𝑛) = 𝑦𝑖𝑗(𝑛)−𝑐𝑖(𝑛) 𝜎𝑐𝑖 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 n=1….Nvc (5.3) 

 

where 𝜎𝑐𝑖 stands for the standard deviation of zero-mean 𝑐𝑖(𝑛), which could be 

expressed as 

 𝜎𝑐𝑖: = √ 1𝑁𝑣𝑐 ∑ 𝑐𝑖(𝑛)2𝑁𝑣𝑐𝑛=1  (5.4) 
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All generated vectors have been collected in a matrix Ei=[ 𝑒𝑖1(𝑛)⋮𝑒𝑖𝑁𝑐𝑖(𝑛)], (Nci expresses the 

number of observations contained in the ith cluster), which can be graphically depicted 

with a boxplot. 

 

• Inter-cluster similarity and dissimilarity measures, including Euclidean distance 

between each pair of centroids (see equation 5.1), correlation degree between each pair 

of centroids (in terms of PCC, in analogy to what computed in equation 3.24) and the 

angle between each pair of centroids, which can be expressed as 

 Θ=acos (𝒄�̅� ∙ 𝒄�̅�) ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗 (5.5) 

 

where 𝒄�̅� stands for the ith centroidal vector normalized by its norm. 

 

• Ratio between inter-cluster distance and intra-cluster variability, which gives an 

estimation of the entity of within-cluster dispersion with respect to the distance of its 

centroid from the others, providing a global overview of performances of the clustering 

method in the considered multivariate space. Mathematically, this quantity has been 

evaluated by computing (for each network) the asymmetrical matrix D, whose elements 

can be expressed as 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = ||𝑐𝑖(𝑛)−̂ 𝑐𝑗(𝑛)||̂𝜌𝑖  ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗   

 

with  𝑐𝑖(𝑛)̂=
𝑐𝑖(𝑛) 𝜎𝑐𝑖  and 𝜌𝑖 = √ 1Nci ∑ [ 1𝑁𝑣𝑐 ∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑗(𝑛) ]𝑁𝑣𝑐𝑛=1Nci𝑗=1      (5.6) 

 

5.3 Sparse estimation algorithm  

This section will describe the additional preprocessing steps applied to input data before 

running the sparse algorithm. Moreover, it will be explained how some important 

hemodynamic priors have been adequately tuned in order to better deal with stroke fMRI 

datasets. Finally, modalities used to analyze final DCM results, which will be presented in the 

following chapter, are briefly introduced. 

 

5.3.1 Despiking and temporal filtering 
 

Since sparse DCM code is supposed to receive as inputs the fMRI empirical timeseries defined 

over a uniform discrete temporal grid (TR=2 s), volume censoring cannot be applied to reduce 

the effects of motion artefacts. As a result, a different preprocessing step, named as despiking, 
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has been applied to the fMRI data to reduce the contribution of large spike signals that may 

deteriorate the accuracy of volume registration and, ultimately, the performance of the 

algorithm [48]. This process allows to truncate large spikes usually related to head movement, 

limiting their magnitude. In Matlab, despiking is performed by means of the function 

icatb_despike_tc, which is contained in the Group ICA Toolbox 

(https://trendscenter.org/software/). The function outputs not only despiked time courses, 

but also indices of time frames which have been replaced (figure 5.14). 

After despiking step, timeseries have been alternatively high passed and band passed by means 

of the filters described in section 5.2.2. As previously discussed, the idea behind temporal 

filtering is to evaluate its potential impact on the algorithmic estimation, particularly in the 

estimation of the HRF and effective connectivity matrix.  

 

Figure 5.14: Despiked time courses. Comparison between original fMRI timeseries (upper panel) and the same time course 
after despiking process (lower panel). Both timeseries have been band passed. Black vertical lines indicate volumes that are 
removed by the volume censoring (upper panel) and the frames that have been actually despiked (lower panel), suggesting 
that most of corrupted scans have been correctly truncated.  
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5.3.2 Tuning of hemodynamic priors in post-stroke subjects 
 

As extensively discussed in chapter 4, the presence of the stroke lesion can induce diffuse 

hemodynamic alterations also in remote regions of the brain. Then, a higher hemodynamic 

variability across different brain areas is expected in post-stroke subjects. This suggests that 

hemodynamic priors have to be modified with respect to the standard setting, in order to 

adequately represent altered cerebral hemodynamics. Specifically, the hemodynamic 

parameters (see figure 3.2) accounting for vasodilatory signal decay (k) and autoregulatory 

feedback by blood flow (γ) are expected to be more sensitive to effects of the ischemia (figure 

5.15). Indeed, the rate constant k reflects the progressive decay of the vasodilatory signal s(t) 

induced in arteriolar smooth muscle due to neural activity, which in turn regulates the increase 

of rCBF in the activated regions (see hemodynamic equations in figure 3.2). On the contrary, 

the time constant γ represents the autoregulatory feedback mechanism induced on s(t) by the 

produced flow. Additionally, this parameter seems to be dependent on the time needed by 

microvasculature to return to basal conditions after the activation phase. In other words, 

equations in figure 3.2 regulating rCBF dynamics represent a damped oscillator, whose 

oscillation frequency strictly depends on k and γ.  
Given the significant hemodynamic alterations and neurovascular uncoupling affecting blood 

flow regulation after stroke, a higher variability of these two hemodynamic time constants is 

expected. In mathematical terms, this implies that an increase of the scale factor regulating the 

variance of the related hemodynamic priors is needed to account for possible deviations from 

the normal HRF. In Matlab, this was obtained by setting the parameter prior_variance_scale 

(inside the function initializeLinearBalloonModel) equal to 2.5 for the two post-stroke subjects, 

while the same parameter has been kept equal to 1 for the other priors. The value of 2.5 has 

been selected empirically, by comparing the variability characterizing realizations of sampled 

HRFs (generated as explained in section 3.3.1) with those derived from estimated 

hemodynamic responses in post-stroke subjects (when prior_variance_scale=1), until the 

accordance between the two sets has been approximately reached. However, prior means and 

variances of all hemodynamic parameters have been left unchanged (see figure 3.3), as well as 

other initialization parameters, such as for the EC matrix (a diagonal matrix with negative 

entries to ensure stability) and the discrete time step (Ts=2 s). 
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Figure 5.15:  Effect of signal decay and autoregulatory feedback on HRF.  The figure depicts the time evolution of the 
hemodynamic response for the minimum, mean and maximum range values of k and γ. It is possible to notice that for increasing γ the peak intensity decreases and the post-stimulus undershoot becomes more pronounced, while for increasing k the post-
peak oscillations decrease progressively.   
 

5.3.3 Node strength and HRF analysis 
 

The two main outputs provided by the sparse algorithm are, among others, the estimate of 

effective connectivity matrix A and of the HRFs associated with each network node. Specifically, 

once effective connections are defined, it is possible to resort to mathematical tools derived 

from graph theory, in order to investigate how graph elements interact and are organized for 

the transmission of neural information. Since a region i is supposed to be influenced by region 

j if the (i,j)th entry of matrix A, say Aij, is non-zero, the most fundamental network measure used 

to quantify the connections related to each bran region is referred to as node strength or 

weighted degree. 

The degree of a node is the number of connections that link it to the rest of the network; it is a 

measure of centrality, that is, it quantifies the degree of centrality of each node within the 

network [49]. Mathematically, once defined E=A-diag(A),  it is possible to compute both the in-

strength (or weighted in-degree) 𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑛  and the out-strength (or weighted out-degree) 𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡, 

which sum the weights of the links coming in and out from a certain node, respectively[2]: 𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑛 =∑ |𝐸𝑖𝑗|𝑗 ∈𝑉    𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡 =∑ |𝐸𝑗𝑖|𝑗 ∈𝑉   (5.7) 

Regarding the hemodynamic response, the estimates of HRF have been analysed and compared 

by specifically evaluating (for each estimated hemodynamic curve) different parameters, such 

as mean value, peak entity, initial dip, post-peak undershoot and slope characterizing the first 

increasing phase. 
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6 
Results 

 

This chapter will present the results of cluster analysis and the following application of the 

sparse DCM algorithm. Specifically, only relevant figures and graphs will be included, leaving 

aside secondary results that will not be extensively discussed in the following. All quantitative 

measures have been obtained with MATLAB2019b (MathWorks, Inc.), while figures have been 

generated with MATLAB2019b and Connectome Workbench (version 1.4.2). 

 

6.1 Cluster analysis 

 

As explained before, cluster analysis has been carried out on both cortical atlases and the 

network grouping subcortical nodes, by exploiting the fMRI dataset of the control subject. In all 

the analyzed preprocessing frameworks, clustering based on Gordon & Laumann atlas has 

returned a total number of cluster greater than 100 (see figure 6.1). Given that the sparse 

algorithm has been successfully tested within a scenario including up to 66 nodes, the number 

of nodes derived from this atlas is still too high to keep the computational runtime at  

reasonable levels.  

For this reason, only clustering results referred to Schaefer atlas will be presented and 

considered in the following elaborations, since clustering based on this atlas has provided a 

total number of clusters ranging from 39 (inconsistency-based clustering) to 68 (PCA-based 

clustering) (figures 6.2-6.4). 

In the following, inter-cluster evaluation metrics will be presented for each preprocessing 

framework (no filtering, high pass filtering, band pass filtering), while resulting dendograms, 

examples of measures accounting for inter-cluster variability and asymmetrical distance 

matrices D will be reported for each network only for one preprocessing option (e.g., high pass 

filtering), given that analogous results have been encountered in the other analysed cases, as it 

will be later discussed in chapter 7.  

In addition, cortical surface-based projection of final sets of clusters are presented in figures 

6.27-6.29. For reasons that will be clarified in the next chapter, the presented clustering 

partitions are related only to the inconsistency approach. 
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6.1.1 Number of clusters and inter-cluster evaluation metrics 
 

This section illustrates the number of clusters provided by the hierarchical method within each 

network and for both functional atlases, as well as the quantitative results related to inter-

cluster evaluation metrics (only for Schaefer atlas). Then, correlation maps obtained from the 

resulting patterns (referred to distinct preprocessing frameworks) will be presented in the last 

part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Gordon & Laumann-based clustering. The number of clusters (distinguished by network ) provided by hierarchical 
method is always above 100  for the cortical surface parcellation based on Gordon and Laumann atlas. This occurs 
independently from the partition criterion (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion) and the preprocessing step 
(SR=signal regression, HP=high pass filter+signal regression, BP=band pass filter+signal regression). 
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Figure 6.2: Number of clusters and inter-cluster metrics for Schaefer-based original timeseries. The above figure depicts the 
total number of clusters and patterns of inter-cluster measures (distinguished by network) obtained by performing clustering 
on non-filtered timeseries on the basis of Schafer parcellation. Obviously, metrics have been not evaluated for networks 
including a single cluster(IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, SR=signal regression). 
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Figure 6.3: Number of clusters and inter-cluster metrics for Schaefer-based band-passed timeseries. The above figure depicts 
the total number of clusters and patterns of inter-cluster measures (distinguished by network) obtained by performing 
clustering on band-pass filtered timeseries on the basis of Schafer parcellation. Obviously, metrics have been not evaluated for 
networks including a single cluster (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, BP=band pass filter+signal 
regression). 
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Figure 6.4: Number of clusters and inter-cluster metrics for Schaefer-based high-passed timeseries. The above figure depicts 
the total number of clusters and patterns of inter-cluster measures (distinguished by network) obtained by performing 
clustering on high-pass filtered timeseries on the basis of Schafer parcellation. Obviously, metrics have been not evaluated for 
networks including a single cluster (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, HP=high pass filter+ signal 
regression). 
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Figure 6.5: Correlation maps for cluster number patterns. The figure illustrates the significant correlation degrees 
(pvalue<0.05) between the different cluster distributions (shown in the previous bar graphs in figures 6.2-6.4) obtained for 
the three preprocessing frameworks (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, SR=signal regression, HP=high 
pass filter+signal regression, BP=band pass filter+signal regression). 
 

 

 

Figure 6.6: Correlation maps for maximum correlation patterns. The figure illustrates the significant correlation degrees 
(pvalue<0.05) between the different patterns of maximum PCC computed between pair of centroids (see  figures 6.2-6.4 for 
details) obtained for the three preprocessing frameworks (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, SR=signal 
regression, HP=high pass filter+signal regression, BP=band pass filter+signal regression). 
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Figure 6.7: Correlation maps for minimum angle patterns. The figures illustrates the significant correlation degrees 
(pvalue<0.05) between the different patterns of minimum angle value computed between pair of centroids (see  figures 6.2-
6.4 for details) obtained for the three preprocessing frameworks (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, 
SR=signal regression, HP=high pass filter+signal regression, BP=band pass filter+signal regression) 

 

 

Figure 6.8: Correlation maps for minimum distance patterns. The figure illustrates the significant correlation degrees 
(pvalue<0.05) between the different patterns of minimum Euclidean distance computed between pair of centroids (see  figures 
6.2-6.4 for details) obtained for the three preprocessing frameworks (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion, 
SR=signal regression, HP=high pass filter+signal regression, BP=band pass filter+signal regression) 

 

6.1.2 Hierarchical dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices 
 

This section presents the hierarchical trees resulting from both inconsistency and PCA-based 

clustering approaches, showing the cluster assignment scheme of temporally high-passed fMRI 

timeseries within each network. For the sake of clarity, boxplots depicting the dispersion of 

observations within each cluster (evaluated as explained in section 5.2.4) are omitted and only 
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one example is reported. Additionally, asymmetrical distance matrices will be presented, giving 

an idea of performances of clustering partition in terms of intra-cluster cohesion (see section 

5.2.4 and equation 5.6 for details). 

 

Figure 6.9: Dispersion of values in matrix E.  Boxplots depicting the distribution of values contained in the error matrix E, as a 
measure of intra-cluster cohesion. The reported example is related to left visual network, but the same procedure has been 
repeated for each network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH visual network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the LH visual network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values (i.e., if the cluster coincides with a single observation). 
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Figure 6.11: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH somatomotor network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the LH somatomotor network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient 
has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6.12: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH dorsal attention network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the LH dorsal attention network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient 
has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.13: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH limbic network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the LH limbic network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.14: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH Salience/Ventral attention network. The figures show 
the obtained dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance 
matrices for the LH salience/ventral attention network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic 
correlation coefficient has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.15: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH Control network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the LH control network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.16: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH Default C and Temporal Parietal network. The figures 
show the obtained dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical 
distance matrices for the LH default C and temporal parietal network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). 
Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.17: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for LH Default A/B network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the LH default A/B network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has 
also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.18: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Visual network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the RH visual network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.19: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Somatomotor network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the RH somatomotor network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient 
has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.20: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Dorsal Attention network. The figures show the 
obtained dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance 
matrices for the RH dorsal attention network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation 
coefficient has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.21: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Limbic network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the RH limbic network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.22: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Salience/Ventral Attention network. The figures show 
the obtained dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance 
matrices for the RH salience/ventral attention network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic 
correlation coefficient has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.23: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Control network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the RH control network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.24: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Default A/B network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the RH default A/B network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has 
also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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Figure 6.25: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for RH Default C and Temporal Parietal network. The figures 
show the obtained dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical 
distance matrices for the RH default A/B and temporal parietal network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based 
criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.26: Dendograms and asymmetrical distance matrices D for Subcortical network. The figures show the obtained 
dendograms (in which distinct cluster assignments are labelled by different colors) and the asymmetrical distance matrices 
for the subcortical network (IC=inconsistency criterion, PCA=PCA-based criterion). Cophenetic correlation coefficient has also 
been computed. White cells in the D matrix correspond to NaN values. 
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6.1.3 Surface-based projection of cortical clusters 
 

In this section, the final sets of inconsistency-based cortical clusters, each referred to a distinct 

preprocessing option, are graphically projected onto a simulated brain surface. For obvious 

reasons, subcortical clusters are not included in the representations.  

 

 

Figure 6.27: Cortical cluster assignment of non-filtered fMRI timeseries. The figure shows the resulting clustering scheme 
derived from non-filtered fMRI timeseries. Color denotes the cluster assignment of each cortical parcel. 

 

Figure 6.28: Cortical cluster assignment of high-passed fMRI timeseries. The figure shows the resulting clustering scheme 
derived from high-pass filtered fMRI timeseries. Color denotes the cluster assignment of each cortical parcel. 

 

Figure 6.29: Cortical cluster assignment of band-passed fMRI timeseries. The figure shows the resulting clustering scheme 
derived from band-pass filtered fMRI timeseries. Color denotes the cluster assignment of each cortical parcel. 
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6.2 Sparse estimation algorithm  

In the following, results obtained by applying the sparse DCM to clustered timeseries (i.e. the 

corresponding centroids) will be presented for each of the analyzed subjects. Specifically, part 

of the outputs returned by the algorithm (e.g., the estimated HRFs) will be presented for each 

preprocessing framework, while other postprocessing results (e.g., node strength and HRF 

analysis) will be illustrated only for high-passed timeseries, due to reasons that will be 

discussed in chapter 7. Additionally, it is worth to point out that results associated with the 

band pass filter (figure 6.30) have been obtained by slightly increasing the upper cut-off 

frequency of the filter to 0.18 Hz. This choice is related to instability problems that have been 

encountered during execution of the code implementing the algorithm, as it will be better 

explained in the discussion of results. 

6.2.1 Power spectral density   
 

This section presents some examples of power spectral densities, generated by applying the fft 

function to input timeseries of the sparse algorithm. Power spectra are related to the fMRI 

dataset referred to the control subject, but analogous results can be obtained by data of the two 

stroke patients. 
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Figure 6.30: Power spectral density of centroidal vectors.  The figure reports an example of the power spectrum generated through the Matlab function “fft”. Specifically, the plots describe the power density in the centroidal signal of the last subcortical 
cluster, in which frequency-related effects related to different preprocessing step are evident.   Note that the frequency range 
of band pass filter has been extended up to 0.18 Hz (SR=signal regression, HP=high pass filter+signal regression, BP=band 
pass filter+signal regression, IC=inconsistency criterion). 

 

6.2.2 Estimated Hemodynamic Response Function 
 

This paragraph illustrates the estimates of the HRF referred to each input node, as returned by 

the estimation algorithm. Results are grouped on the basis of the preprocessing step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.31: Estimated HRFs for band-passed timeseries. The figure depicts all the HRF curves estimated separately for each 
cluster of band-passed timeseries and for each subject. Specifically, thin blue curves are related to LH hemodynamic signals, 
thick red curves denote HRFs associated to the RH and green curves correspond to subcortical HRFs. In addition, a comparison 
between the estimated BOLD mean (thick black line) curve and the prior mean (thick blue line) is provided (BP=signal 
regression+ band pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion).  
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Figure 6.32: Estimated HRFs for high-passed timeseries. The figure depicts all the HRF curves estimated separately for each 
cluster of high-passed timeseries and for each subject. Specifically, thin blue curves are related to LH hemodynamic signals, 
thick red curves denote HRFs associated to the RH and green curves correspond to subcortical HRFs. In addition, a comparison 
between the estimated BOLD mean (thick black line) curve and the prior mean (thick blue line) is provided (HP=signal 
regression+ high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion).  
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Figure 6.33: Estimated HRFs for non-filtered timeseries. The figure depicts all the HRF curves estimated separately for each 
cluster of non-filtered timeseries (to which only nuisance regression has been applied) and for each subject. Specifically, thin 
blue curves are related to LH hemodynamic signals, thick red curves denote HRFs associated to the RH and green curves 
correspond to subcortical HRFs. In addition, a comparison between the estimated BOLD mean (thick black line) curve and the 
prior mean (thick blue line) is provided (SR=only signal regression, IC=inconsistency criterion).  

 

6.2.3 FC-based validation and predictive validity 
 

In this section, results of FC-based validation, that is, the comparison between the empirical FC 

matrix and that simulated by the estimated DCM model (obtained with the function 

computeCorrelationEmpricalFC), are presented, following the same scheme applied in the 

previous paragraph. Additionally, Pearson correlation coefficients between empirical and 

reconstructed timeseries have been evaluated, highlighting both the best and the worst 

predicted time courses. This information is illustrated only for post-stroke subjects, which are 

supposed to present the most significant alterations that can disrupt the predictive capabilities 

of the model.  
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Figure 6.34: FC validation of the DCM models related to band-passed timeseries. The figure reports the comparison between 
the FC correlation maps obtained from empirical band-passed timeseries (left panels) and from the corresponding DCM system 
(right panels) separately for each subject. The figure indicates also the correlation degree (PCC), the corresponding 95% 
confidence interval and the pvalue related to the statistical comparison (BP=signal regression+ band pass filter, 
IC=inconsistency criterion).  
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Figure 6.35: FC validation of the DCM models related to high-passed timeseries. The figure reports the comparison between 
the FC correlation maps obtained from empirical high-passed timeseries (left panels) and from the corresponding DCM system 
(right panels) separately for each subject. The figure indicates also the correlation degree (PCC), the corresponding 95% 
confidence interval and the pvalue related to the statistical comparison (HP=signal regression+ high pass filter, 
IC=inconsistency criterion).  
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Figure 6.36: FC validation of the DCM models related to non-filtered timeseries. The figure reports the comparison between 
the FC correlation maps obtained from empirical non-filtered timeseries (left panels) and from the corresponding DCM system 
(right panels) separately for each subject. The figure indicates also the correlation degree (PCC), the corresponding 95% 
confidence interval and the pvalue related to the statistical comparison (SR=only signal regression, IC=inconsistency 
criterion).  
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Figure 6.37: Predictive validity of DCM models for subject 111. The figure reports the PCC values (upper panels) obtained by 
computing the correlation degree between each empirical timeseries and its reconstruction from the model. Additionally, the 
worst (intermediate panels) and the best (lower panels) predicted timeseries are reported (BP=signal regression+band pass 
filter, HP=signal regression+high pass filter, SR=only signal regression, IC=inconsistency criterion).  
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Figure 6.38: Predictive validity of DCM models for subject 109. The figure reports the PCC values (upper panels) obtained by 
computing the correlation degree between each empirical timeseries and its reconstruction from the model. Additionally, the 
worst (intermediate panels) and the best (lower panels) predicted timeseries are reported (BP=signal regression+band pass 
filter, HP=signal regression+high pass filter, SR=only signal regression, IC=inconsistency criterion).  
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6.2.4 Estimated effective connectivity matrix 
 

The following figures depict the estimates of the adjacency matrix A returned by the algorithm 

for the control subject and the two stroke patients. Specifically, these results are related only to 

high-passed timeseries. 

 

 

Figure 6.39: Effective connectivity matrix of subject 030. The figure shows the estimated EC matrix for the healthy subject 
obtained by running the sparse algorithm with high-pass filtered timeseries. The depicted matrix has been additionally 
thresholded (threshold value has been fixed to 0.01) to remove irrelevant entries and make it rigorously sparse, as suggested 
in [2] (HP=signal regression+high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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Figure 6.40: Effective connectivity matrix of subject 111. The figure shows the estimated EC matrix for subject 111 obtained by 
running the sparse algorithm with high-pass filtered timeseries. The depicted matrix has been additionally thresholded 
(threshold value has been fixed to 0.01) to remove irrelevant entries and make it rigorously sparse, as suggested in 
[2](HP=signal regression+high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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Figure 6.41: Effective connectivity matrix of subject 109. The figure shows the estimated EC matrix for subject 109 obtained by 
running the sparse algorithm with high-pass filtered timeseries. The depicted matrix has been additionally thresholded 
(threshold value has been fixed to 0.01) to remove irrelevant entries and make it rigorously sparse, as suggested in 
[2](HP=signal regression+high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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6.2.5 HRF analysis 
 

This paragraph summarizes the quantitative results obtained by postprocessing analysis of the 

HRF curves. In addition, mean hemodynamic curves are reported for each subject and 

separately for left hemisphere, right hemisphere and subcortical nodes. As in the previous 

section, results are related to timeseries that have been preprocessed with the high pass filter.  
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Figure 6.42: HRF analysis for subject 030. The bar plots described above report the quantitative measures obtained by 
analyzing the HRFs in terms of slope (evaluated immediately before the peak), peak value, initial dip (minimum value before 
peak) and undershoot (minimum value after peak). The corresponding time instants are also reported. Blue bars refer to LH, 
red bars refer to RH and green bars are associated with subcortical nodes (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 

 

 

Figure 6.43: HRF analysis for subject 111. The bar plots described above report the quantitative measures obtained by 
analyzing the HRFs in terms of slope (evaluated immediately before the peak), peak value, initial dip (minimum value before 
peak) and undershoot (minimum value after peak). The corresponding time instants are also reported. Blue bars refer to LH, 
red bars refer to RH and green bars are associated with subcortical nodes (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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Figure 6.44:  HRF analysis for subject 109. The bar plots described above report the quantitative measures obtained by 
analyzing the HRFs in terms of slope (evaluated immediately before the peak), peak value, initial dip (minimum value before 
peak) and undershoot (minimum value after peak). The corresponding time instants are also reported. Blue bars refer to LH, 
red bars refer to RH and green bars are associated with subcortical nodes (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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Figure 6.45: Comparison of mean hemodynamic responses for subject 030. The figure illustrates the resulting mean 
hemodynamic signals of the control subject obtained by averaging the estimated hemodynamic responses of nodes included in 
left hemisphere, right hemisphere and subcortical regions, respectively (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 

 

Figure 6.46: Comparison of mean hemodynamic responses for subject 111. The figure illustrates the resulting mean 
hemodynamic signals of subject 111, obtained by averaging the estimated hemodynamic responses of nodes included in left 
hemisphere, right hemisphere and subcortical regions, respectively (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
Superimposed black curves denote the corresponding hemodynamic responses (see figure 6.45) estimated for the control 
subject. 
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Figure 6.47: Comparison of mean hemodynamic responses for subject 109. The figure illustrates the resulting mean 
hemodynamic signals of subject 109, obtained by averaging the estimated hemodynamic responses of nodes included in left 
hemisphere, right hemisphere and subcortical regions, respectively (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
Superimposed black curves denote the corresponding hemodynamic responses (see figure 6.45) estimated for the control 
subject. 
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6.2.6 Node strength 
 

In this section, different measures of node strengths are reported for each subject, 

discriminating between inhibitory and excitatory connections. Moreover, the possible presence 

of EC asymmetry between the two hemispheres has been investigated by first isolating RH and 

LH nodes and then summarizing quantitative findings through simplified graphs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.48: Node strength in subject 030. The first bar graphs (upper panel) describe the estimated values of in- and out-
strength separately for each node, differentiating inhibitory (i.e., negative) from excitatory (i.e., positive) connections. On the 
contrary, the lowest graphs denote the in-and out strength computed by considering all links connecting each LH node with 
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RH nodes (lower left panel) and all links connecting each RH node with LH nodes (lower right panel) (HP=high pass filter, 
IC=inconsistency criterion). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.49: Node strength in subject 111. The first bar graphs (upper panel) describe the estimated values of in- and out-
strength separately for each clustered node, differentiating inhibitory (i.e., negative) from excitatory (i.e., positive) 
connections. On the contrary, the lowest graphs denote the in-and out strength computed by considering all links connecting 
each LH node with RH nodes (lower left panel) and all links connecting each RH node with LH nodes (lower right panel) 
(HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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Figure 6.50: Node strength in subject 109. The first bar graphs (upper panel) describe the estimated values of in- and out-
strength separately for each clustered node, differentiating inhibitory (i.e., negative) from excitatory (i.e., positive) 
connections. On the contrary, the lowest graphs denote the in-and out strength computed by considering all links connecting 
each LH node with RH nodes (lower left panel) and all links connecting each RH node with LH nodes (lower right panel) 
(HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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 Figure 6.51: Intrahemispheric node strength in subject 109. The bar plots decribe intrahemispheric in- and out-strengths for 
each subject. Specifically for each node, this result has been obtained by summing all entries related to links of the node with 
nodes belonging to the same hemisphere and by discriminating between inhibitory (i.ie, negative) and excitatory (i.e., positive) 
connections (HP=high pass filter, IC=inconsistency criterion). 
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Figure 6.52: FC-degree and EC strength. Correlation between functional connectivity degree and effective connectivity strength, 
which is computed for each node and separately for each subject. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.53: Imbalance of interhemispheric and intrahemispheric effective connections in subject 030. The above graph 
illustrates the intensity of links connecting the two hemispheres in the healthy subject. This has been obtained by summing all 
the entries of the EC matrix directed from LH to RH separately for inhibitory (red) and excitatory (green) connections. Then, 
the resulting values characterizing global links have been computed as the ratio between the two sums. The procedure has 
been repeated for connections directed from RH to LH and for intrahemispheric connections included in each hemisphere. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.54: Imbalance of interhemispheric and intrahemispheric effective connections in subject 111. The above graph 
illustrates the intensity of links connecting the two hemispheres in subject 111. This has been obtained by summing all the 
entries of the EC matrix directed from LH to RH separately for inhibitory (red) and excitatory (green) connections. Then, the 
resulting values characterizing global links have been computed as the ratio between the two sums. The procedure has been 
repeated for connections directed from RH to LH and for intrahemispheric connections included in each hemisphere. 
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Figure 6.55: Imbalance of interhemispheric and intrahemispheric effective connections in subject 109. The above graph 
illustrates the intensity of links connecting the two hemispheres in subject 109. This has been obtained by summing all the 
entries of the EC matrix directed from LH to RH separately for inhibitory (red) and excitatory (green) connections. Then, the 
resulting values characterizing global links have been computed as the ratio between the two sums. The procedure has been 
repeated for connections directed from RH to LH and for intrahemispheric connections included in each hemisphere. 
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7 
Discussion 

 

In the following, the results presented in the previous chapter will be discussed, providing some 

insights on the effects that preprocessing has shown to have on cluster analysis and on 

performance of the sparse algorithm. Additionally, the ability of the sparse DCM in 

discriminating between control and stroke datasets will be analyzed, specifically taking into 

account the main discrepancies encountered in DCM estimates. 

7.1 Cluster analysis 

As already mentioned, the number of clusters obtained by performing clustering on Schaefer 

parcels ranges from 39 to 68, which is perfectly suitable for the following application of the 

sparse algorithm (see figures 6.2-6.4). In some cases, especially for IC-based clustering, the 

whole network coincides with a single cluster (e.g., Limbic and Salience/ventral attention 

networks). This could indicate that those networks are more segregated than others, meaning 

that the corresponding fMRI timeseries carry a common flow of information. Anyway, the fact 

that a major part of networks is characterized by no more than 4 clusters could be related to 

the Schaefer parcellation itself, whose partition criterion builds on a global similarity approach 

(see section 5.2.1).  

Additionally, it is possible to notice that, in all preprocessing frameworks, PCA-based scheme 

systematically provides a higher number of subsets with respect to inconsistency criterion, 

meaning that the decomposition of total variance in principal components generally offers a 

higher degree of resolution in the description of the dataset. This implies that PCA-based 

partition scheme is generally characterized by more correlated clusters, while inconsistency 

criterion seems to provide more spaced subsets. This trend is confirmed by inter-cluster 

evaluation metrics, which indicate that centroidal vectors are generally more uncorrelated and 

far from each other in the case of IC-based clusters (figures 6.2-6.4). However, when the two 

clustering approaches return approximately the same number of clusters, results in terms of 

inter-cluster separation are almost the same (e.g., see LH Dorsal Attention network in figures 

6.3-6.4).  

Moreover, clustering results don’t seem to be affected by the type of preprocessing pipeline 

applied to timeseries. Indeed, as depicted in figures 6.5-6.8, correlation maps between patterns 

derived from the same type of metrics provide a very high degree of correlation, independently 
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from the preprocessing framework. It follows that cluster analysis results to be insensitive to 

the way fMRI timeseries are preprocessed, since measures in terms of inter-cluster 

performances and division schemes are approximately the same for both IC and PCA approach. 

This also suggests that preprocessing, which is applied in an identical manner to all timeseries, 

does not significantly alter the main temporal variables on which clustering methods build to 

cluster the dataset.  It follows that, with a high probability, a great part of networks is 

characterized by a unique assignment scheme, which is repeated for the three preprocessing 

pipelines. This hypothesis is confirmed by looking at cortical maps in figures 6.27-6.29, in which 

differences of division schemes are practically undetectable. 

For these reasons, intra-cluster measures and resulting dendograms can be reasonably 

evaluated only for one preprocessing modality (e.g., high pass filtering), since analogous results 

can be obtained for the other frameworks. First, by looking at figures 6.10-6.26, it is possible to 

note that cophenetic correlation coefficient is generally greater than 0.5, meaning that the used 

linkage function is quite accurate in building the hierarchical tree within each network. 

Moreover, PCA criterion returns clusters composed by a single observation with a higher 

frequency with respect to inconsistency approach. Therefore, some PCA-based clusters result 

to be perfectly compact (i.e., they coincide with a unique timeseries), as indicated in the 

asymmetrical matrix D, in which rows corresponding to these clusters (e.g., rows with NaN 

diagonal entries) are characterized by Inf values. On the contrary, clusters that group more than 

one timeseries present a degree of cohesion that is approximately equivalent to that found for 

IC-based clusters. This implies that the main difference between the two clustering approach 

resides in the degree of resolution through which the dataset is partitioned: PCA leads to a 

higher number of clusters, which are less spaced but more compact, while inconsistency 

criterion provides a lower number of subsets that are more separated and slightly less cohesive.  

Although both partition schemes are valid, only the IC-based solution has been employed in the 

successive steps, mainly due to practical issues. Indeed, the increase of the number of regions 

generally result in a significant growth of the computational time required to invert the sparse 

DCM. This has suggested the use of IC-based set of clusters to perform the first attempts of DCM 

inference on these datasets, but a more detailed EC map can be obtained as well by running the 

algorithm on PCA-based clustered data.  

Once the final clustering solution has been obtained for each preprocessing pipeline (see 

cortical maps in figures 6.27-6.29), identical assignment schemes have been applied to the 

three fMRI datasets, in order to extract the centroidal vectors that have been included in the 

input matrices of the sparse algorithm. 
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7.2 Sparse estimation algorithm 

Output estimates of the algorithm and their post-elaborations are presented in figures 6.31-

6.55. Specifically, hemodynamic responses returned by the inference procedure are depicted in 

figures 6.31 (band pass filter), 6.32 (high pass filter), 6.33 (signal regression).  

As already mentioned, the running of the algorithm has shown to be problematic when 

implementing the code with band-pass filtered data, given that for a great part of runs the 

algorithm has stopped abruptly during the iterative procedure due to instable dynamics. The 

unique estimates returned in this case are those related to the hemodynamic responses of 

figure 6.31. The main issue characterizing these set of estimates is that hemodynamic curves 

do not deviate from the prior, as HRF could not be inferred from data. This is not the case for 

non-filtered and high-passed timeseries, for which the estimates are characterized by a 

significantly higher variability. It follows that the results provided by the algorithm in case of 

band-passed data are probably not reliable, since the absence of hemodynamic variability is 

very unlikely even in the healthy subject. Indeed, the sparse DCM model has already shown its 

ability to accurately capture hemodynamic deviations from the initial prior in a control 

population [2]. Then, evident variations in the HRF are expected, especially in post-stroke 

datasets. These results could suggest the importance of fMRI upper frequencies when inferring 

effective connections: this range could be crucial to capture subtle changes in rapid, neurally-

driven BOLD signals during rest conditions. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that 

several literature applications of DCM employ high-pass filtered data in order to ensure that 

fast fluctuations in the signal remain available for an efficient connectivity analysis 

[50][51][52].  

Moreover, it is worth to point out that, despite a very bad performance in estimating HRF from 

data, DCM models derived from band-passed data provide good results in terms of functional 

connectivity (see figure 6.34). Actually, correlation degree between empirical and simulated 

functional connections seems to be not affected by the preprocessing pipeline, since band pass 

filter-based FC is reconstructed with the same accuracy as that encountered with high-pass and 

non-filtered timeseries (figures 6.35-6.36). The same trend has been found in predictive 

capabilities of the estimated DCM models, which have been tested by evaluating the correlation 

between empirical and predicted timeseries (figures 6.37-6.38). Also in this case, band-pass 

filtering seems to not influence the predictive validity of the estimated model, providing similar 

results to those obtained with other preprocessing modalities. However, it must be noted that 

these are only preliminary attempts to validate EC models and that a more robust validation 

procedure should need neurophysiologically testable hypotheses. In fact, it has been 

demonstrated [53] that distinct EC models, which differ in terms of effective connections and 

local dynamics, are validated in terms of functional connectivity, meaning that FC-based 

validation could be not discriminative enough (i.e., for the invalidation of DCM models derived 

from band-passed data). In this specific case, band pass filter-based models are likely to fit fMRI 

timeseries without passing through the hemodynamic interlayer, which is rather anomalous 

especially for altered hemodynamics.  
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These interesting findings could provide a breeding ground for further investigations. 

However, given the unreliable results in terms of hemodynamics, EC estimates based on band-

passed data have been left aside for postprocessing elaborations. In addition, since non-filtered 

timeseries have shown to provide very similar results with respect to high pass filtered data, 

only HP-related EC estimates have been taken into account in the following, to also ensure that 

linear drifts were definitely removed (the elimination of linear trends is clearly visible in the 

power spectra of figure 6.30). 

At this point, only effective connectivity matrices (figures 6.39-6.40) and hemodynamic models 

(figure 6.32) estimated from high-passed data have been considered to test the sensitivity of 

the sparse algorithm to neuronal and hemodynamic alterations induced by stroke. Specifically 

at the hemodynamic level, some differences between control and post-stroke subjects can be 

captured by just looking at figure 6.32 (e.g., at larger post-peak undershoots in subject 109). 

However, estimated HRFs have been individually analyzed in figures 6.42-6.44, by particularly 

measuring hemodynamic slope, peak value, initial dip intensity and amplitude of the 

hemodynamic undershoot preceding the return to basal conditions.  

The hemodynamic slope, which characterizes the rate of post-stimulus rise before the peak, 

seems to homogeneously increase in ischemic patients with respect to the control subject, for 

which the hemodynamic rates are significantly slower especially in some brain regions (e.g., 

see RH dorsal attention cluster 2 in figure 6.42). This result could be erroneously interpreted if 

the employed definition of hemodynamic slope were not correctly considered: in fact, this 

parameter has been estimated as the slope of the line that pass through the point immediately 

before the peak and the peak itself. If follows that, in the healthy subject, the increasing phase 

is generally ended at that time instant, as clearly depicted in figure 6.34, differently to what 

occurs in post-stroke subjects, suggesting the possible presence of hemodynamic delays 

(figures 6.46-6.47).  

Concerning peak values, a slight decrease is observed in subject 111, while for subject 109 the 

maximum value seems to be even greater than in the control subject. The most surprising result 

is that, despite the established evidence of temporal delays in post-stroke fMRI signals (see 

section 5.1.4), the peak instant is found to be at 4 s for the major part of the hemodynamic 

curves, as for the healthy subject. This result is surely affected by the width of the discrete 

timestep, which is not discriminative enough to identify the true time instant at which peak 

occurs. This implies that a finer temporal grid should be necessary for a more accurate estimate 

at the hemodynamic level, even if this would require a growth of the computational runtime.  

The initial dip, which is related to an initial increase in oxygen extraction before the rising of 

blood flow, has shown to be significantly lower in the post-stroke patients with respect to 

subject 030. On the contrary, the post-peak undershoot is generally lower in subject 109, while 

in subject 111 it is almost absent or practically undetectable. These observed behaviors could 

be related to altered hemodynamics, which probably interferes with the balance of 
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physiological processes that regulates the return of post-stimulus blood flow to basal 

conditions.  

The most significant alterations in hemodynamic estimates are clearly depicted in figures 6.46-

6.47, which offer a comparison of the average hemodynamic curves in post-stroke patients and 

the control subject. Specifically for subject 111, the decrease of peak amplitude is more evident 

in subcortical nodes, probably because they are in close proximity to the stroke lesion. 

Moreover, the significant dips and the less pronounced slope characterizing post-stimulus 

decreasing phase seem to suggest the presence of a delayed peak, which is probably not 

captured due to the wide timestep. Analogous considerations can be made for subject 109, in 

which a significant post-stimulus undershoot characterizes both LH and RH nodes, suggesting 

the probable presence of strong hemodynamic alterations, despite a large peak amplitude.  

The second part of postprocessing analysis has been dedicated to the evaluation of node 

strengths, as depicted in figures 6.48-6.55. First, by looking at in- and out-strengths (see upper 

panels in figures 6.48-6.50), significant trends are not evident, except for a diffuse decrease of 

both in- and out- weighted degrees in subject 109 and some localized changes in specific nodes. 

Indeed, differently from the healthy subject, anomalously high strengths are detected for some 

subcortical nodes (i.e., close to the ischemic lesion) in subject 111, while in subject 109 this 

behavior is encountered for a subcortical node and one cluster included in the RH visual 

network, which is probably in close proximity to the lesion site (see figure 5.8). In all three 

subjects, the highest strength values mostly consist of inhibitory connections, while the other 

nodes often present a slight prevalence of excitatory links. Moreover, connectivity results 

provided by FC and EC matrix have been compared. From the empirical functional matrices 

(figure 6.35), a disruption of interhemispheric correlations can be observed in subject 111, 

other than a diffuse reduction of FC connections within the right hemisphere (i.e., in which 

ischemic lesion is localized), while subcortical nodes seem to be more correlated with LH nodes. 

On the contrary, in subject 109 functional connectivity decreases globally in all brain regions, 

possibly due to a pathological cascade induced by the ischemic infarction. However, figure 6.52 

clearly shows that increases in EC strengths poorly correlate with increases in FC-based degree, 

as found in previous studies on these datasets (see paragraph 5.1.4), once again suggesting that 

functional information is not sufficient to explain brain connectivity architecture. 

Then, node strength asymmetry between left and right hemispheres has been evaluated by 

computing, for each node, all links connecting it to nodes belonging to the other hemisphere, 

excluding subcortical clusters since they are not LH- or RH- labelled. By comparing lower panels 

in figures 6.48-6.49, it can be observed that not only a general decrease in interhemispheric 

connections takes place in subject 111, but also that inhibitory links strongly prevail on 

excitatory links, up to be completely dominant in some nodes (e.g., out-strength of LH 

somatomotor clusters). In subject 109, the interhemispheric imbalance is much more evident: 

inhibition prevails in links departing from RH nodes and entering in LH nodes, while LH out-

strengths and RH in-strengths are mostly excitatory. Concerning the presence of outliers, 
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default A/B (as in subject 030) and visual nodes show to be more densely connected with the 

other hemisphere in subject 111 and 109, respectively. Imbalance between hemisphere has 

been investigated by also evaluating intrahemispheric strengths of LH and RH nodes (figure 

6.51). In all three subjects, excitatory links dominate within-hemisphere connectivity. 

However, in this case, intrahemispheric asymmetry is less pronounced. Outliers can be 

observed specifically in somatomotor and dorsal attention nodes for subject 111, while, in 

subject 109, LH dorsal attention, LH default A/B and RH visual regions are those more 

connected with nodes belonging to the same hemisphere. 

These findings have been summarized through the graphs depicted in figures 6.53-6.55. First, 

by comparing the control subject with subject 111, it is evident that excitatory connections 

significantly increase within both hemispheres, at the expense of intrahemispheric inhibitory 

mechanisms. In addition, an abrupt decrease of excitatory interactions can be observed from 

the ipsilesional to the contralesional hemisphere, while a global decrease of interhemispheric 

communication takes place in the opposite direction. Then, the results confirm that causal 

interactions between the hemispheres are severely altered by the stroke lesion, producing a 

global decrease of excitatory output from the lesioned (i.e., the right one) to the healthy 

hemisphere and a concurrent reduction of input to the damaged hemisphere, as found with 

Granger Causality studies. However, despite the presence of the lesion, a reduction of activity 

within the affected hemisphere is not observed, rather, an anomalous increase of excitatory 

connections is found in both LH and RH. This could suggest that the ischemic lesion, which is 

located in RH subcortical areas, only disrupts interhemispheric communication, while the 

significant rise of intrahemispheric excitatory activity could be the result of some 

compensatory mechanisms. 

Regarding subject 109, who presents a lesion located in right temporal and occipital areas, a 

reduction of excitatory activity takes place in the contralesional hemisphere, while in the left 

part only inhibitory links decrease significantly. Additionally, excitatory communication 

directed from the healthy to the lesioned hemisphere grows significantly at the expense of 

inhibitory influence, while an opposite behavior is encountered for connections in the reverse 

direction. Generally, stroke seems to reduce intrahemispheric activity in both brain sides, 

specifically, LH inhibitory and RH excitatory interactions, suggesting an asymmetric behavior 

that could result from a compensatory process occurring in the left hemisphere. Analogously, 

the imbalance observed in interhemispheric communication could be due to the specific 

location of the lesion, which could prevent the right hemisphere from sending excitatory signals 

and induce the opposite hemisphere to reinforce outgoing links as a result of a global activity 

rise, differently from what observed in [43].  

In conclusion, results confirm a part of connectivity trends observed in GC studies, but also 

show that alterations in excitatory and inhibitory interactions induced by stroke strongly 

depends on the size and location of the lesion, other than on other individual connectivity 

characteristics that should be properly investigated.  
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8 
Conclusions and future work 

 

In this thesis, the ability of the sparse DCM algorithm developed by Prando et al. [2] to capture 

whole-brain neural and hemodynamic variability has been demonstrated, specifically 

investigating its application to post-stroke fMRI data. In general, it can be concluded that the 

algorithm successfully characterizes part of the existing discrepancies between healthy and 

atypical brains, providing some important insights on effective connectivity properties that 

could effectively describe the phenotypic expression of ischemic lesions. Moreover, it has been 

shown that the choice of preprocessing pipeline can significantly affect algorithmic 

performances, suggesting the importance of further studies in this sense.  

In general, additional investigations are needed, in order to optimize the algorithmic procedure 

in the identification of neuronal and hemodynamic alterations induced by stroke. This would 

also include a deeper analysis of the impact that fMRI acquisition and preprocessing steps have 

on EC parameters, including duration of repetition time and scan sessions, subsequent atlas 

parcellation, slice-timing correction, motion and partial volume correction. Then, although the 

algorithm is able to reliably work at individual level, the testing of the sparse DCM on a larger 

cohort of healthy and post-stroke individuals is necessary in order to validate preliminary 

results obtained from the analyzed subjects. The availability of a larger dataset would allow to 

investigate how other individual factors, like age, gender or cognitive performances, affect 

effective connections and hemodynamic parameters. Additionally, EC estimates, which are 

related to cortical parcels, should be integrated with structural information regarding size and 

location of the lesion, in order to establish how its three-dimensional conformation projects its 

pathological effects on the cortical surface.  In this view, it could also be necessary to include 

supplementary priors for the sparse adjacency matrix of the directed graph, in order to take 

into account the structural configuration and location of the ischemic damage, as well as other 

reorganization processes occurring during post-stroke recovery. Another aspect that needs 

further investigation is the choice of the initialization parameters in case of pathological data, 

which could have an important effect on the estimation step. Moreover, other connectivity 

measures derived from graph theory (e.g., clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality, 

participation coefficient, etc.) should be considered, in order to provide a more complete 

description of EC changes following neural plasticity-related adaptations.  
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Then, despite its ability to infer whole-brain effective connections, it should be pointed out that 

the sparse DCM algorithm is not free from some practical issues, which require a further 

computational refinement. Indeed, it would be stressed that the runtime required by the 

algorithm to process the data significantly grows when dealing with networks composed by 40 

or more nodes. It follows that reducing computational complexity is a necessary step to speed 

up the inference procedure and allow the sparse DCM to optimally work with large-scale 

networks. Efforts must be made in this sense to also allow the employment of a finer temporal 

grid, in order to allow a more accurate estimation of the hemodynamic response function. This 

optimization procedure could consider more general conditions where the model might be 

quasi-sparse or not sparse at all, as well as incorporate into the model a more sophisticated 

Bayesian active inference procedure based on a recursive form of expected free energy [54]. 

Another aspect concerning algorithmic optimization addresses a more refined tuning of the 

hemodynamic priors, which have a critical role in case of pathologies affecting brain’s blood 
supply. As a result, a deep analysis of the hemodynamic behaviour in stroke conditions should 

be performed, in order to provide more accurate hemodynamic priors on the basis of observed 

cerebral alterations. Then, an alternative way of treating corrupted volumes in fMRI timeseries 

should be considered, since it could provide significantly better results than despiking 

procedure; specifically, the introduction of a weighting corrective step, which assigns different 

weights to the R matrix (see equation 3.18) on the basis of the temporal-varying framewise 

displacement, is a promising way to inform the algorithm about the reliability of consecutive 

scans. Finally, as pointed out in the previous chapter, validation step of the sparse solution is 

still a critical issue, especially in the case of pathological brains. In this view, assessing whether 

whole-brain EC estimates provide better predictors for behavioral deficits induced by stroke 

infarction should be useful for validation purposes. For instance, empirical validation of EC 

could refer to its ability in the detection of changes in brain activity and organization of post-

stroke brain during recovery, providing an indirect validation of the sparse DCM framework. 

 

In conclusion, the results provided by the sparse algorithm could open new perspectives in the 

understanding of large-scale effects induced by stroke and other complex brain diseases, such 

as motor disorders, psychiatric disorders or Alzheimer disease, which are related to the 

dysfunction of brain networks. In this view, the optimization of the sparse DCM model should 

provide solid basis for novel prognostic indicators of cognitive and behavioural deficits 

originated by brain lesions, other than simulation tools for designing personalized therapeutic 

treatments based on pathophysiological mechanisms characterizing brain disorders.  
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